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 The Beginning 
Our founder, Keith Dodd, started his career with Minis in 1963 at a London BMC 
dealership and opened Mini Spares in 1975. The company has developed into the 
world’s largest stockholding and the leading supplier of quality parts for Minis. A 
long serving  staff, full of expertise and knowledge, supply most of the traders 
and racers around the world. The emphasis is still on customer satisfaction, 
alternative product choices, the quality of our products and competitive prices.

With a turnover in excess of £16 million Mini Spares’ buying power allows it  to 
pass on huge savings to customers and re-invest in parts that require huge 
minimum orders from suppliers to make production runs viable. This has helped 
in production of many parts such as clutch and brake parts from the original 
tooling that was used on the Mini production line. 

Many of our parts are produced exactly to the original Mini factory 
specifications. For example, our engine mountings are produced to the original 
drawings, however some parts have been further developed and redesigned for 
better fitment or have undergone other upgrades. Our radiator hoses are now 
available with genuine Kevlar strands for longevity - and are often imitated by 
lesser brands! We have silicon hoses available as a modern alternative to the 
traditional rubber hoses.  
Mini Spares has access to many companies that now use the factory original 
tooling, and, as mentioned previously, our own tooling was so good it was 
used to make parts for Rover themselves!

• Mk1/2/3/4 rear lamps made from original UK tooling, unlike most on the market. 
• Plastic type post-1980 exterior mirrors and original style interior mirrors. 
• A range of genuine and aftermarket body panels and petrol tanks.  
• Gas flowed alloy 5 and 8 port cylinder heads for road and race. 
• Standard and performance powertrain parts such as crankshafts, baulk rings, 
selector forks, synchro hubs, gears, Xpin diff and 5 speed gearbox. 
• Original homologated HiLo suspension and the development of rubber cone 
springs along with all suspension geometry items such as adjustable lower arms. 
• Exhausts for standard fitment or performance. Most of the original exhausts 
probably rusted away years ago, but Mini Spares came up with 2 to 3 piece 
systems to suit all for ease of fitment and carriage. The world famous RC40 
system, which is still available, was updated with the Millennium range to include 
different fitting options and sizes including stainless steel versions

Apart from many original drawings obtained over the years we have many of our 
parts professionally drawn to eradicate manufacturing problems. For many years 
Mini Spares has produced a range of grilles and all other bright-work such as 
bumpers, door trims, wheel arches and body seam mouldings. Our  wiper blades 
clean the screen properly. Our heater valves do not leak or burst. Our correctly 
shaped engine mountings are easy to fit. Many of the parts have been copied, but 
not to our standard, which was high enough for Rover to purchase our grilles and 
surrounds for their own spares counters!

When comparing prices note that many competitors use original or genuine part 
numbers for spurious parts. The few original parts available now are diminishing 
quickly so always demand a Mini Spares branded part for the best quality 
available and peace of mind. 
Mini Spares only use part numbers for those that originated from the original 
suppliers to BMC/Rover unless the manufacturer or part is obsolete, but we always 
indicate on the website whether it is a genuine or non-genuine part. Many of our 
competitors have no idea what was or is original and many descriptions are 
deceptive but with over 55 years expertise on hand Mini Spares knows exactly 
and therefore is absolutely transparent in this information. 
Part numbers with MS prefix or suffix depict a non genuine part or a cheaper 
alternative. EVO suffix represents parts with latest technology and an improvement 
over the original. You have a peace of mind when you buy from Mini Spares that 
you are getting the correctly fitting quality part. On like-for-like parts it is rare to 
find any advertiser selling comparative parts cheaper unless totally inferior in 
quality.

X XX

Quality is Paramount!

Always visit our 
website for latest 
prices and offers

Mini Spares is here to tackle the job of sorting the good from the bad for you by 
checking every part available or offered to us, whether claimed original or 
replacement, from the many spurious suppliers all around the world. 

 OUR CONCLUSION 
 If it looks too good to be true,  it probably is!

 Don’t Be Caught Out By Others’Poor Quality Parts
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 But Do Not Worry - Demand Mini Spares Parts 
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After the closure of Rover the parts supply sections of the business changed 
ownership so many times that much of the good old trusted genuine Rover/Unipart 
spares are becoming a distant memory. All too often cheap replacements appear 
in genuine looking packaging.  
Some of the horrors we have seen are: swivel pin joints marked as ‘genuine 
GSJ166’ which had material faults and were so poorly produced they could not 
be fitted correctly!  Head gaskets with rubber seals that would fall out and gasket 
sets containing the wrong parts. 
We’ve seen distributors with all different curves in the same batch. Base plates 
that stick and alter the curves, sometimes jamming in full advance. When tested 
we had difficulty getting them to run correctly when using a timing light and we 
found that the rotor arm and dog at the bottom of shaft was often out of phase 
putting the rotor arm in wrong position in relation to the point at where the spark 
fired. We also found rotor arms that were hard up against the carbon bush in the 
top of distributor cap causing the cap to burn away in middle. 
Having tried and tested countless suppliers of imported and British made 
distributors we had all ours individually built and tested to prevent costly engine 
failures and breakdowns for the following reason - those suppliers were unable 
to advise what curves were in them - we rarely found them the same in any 
batch!  Every part, even so-called ‘Mini Spares branded parts’ are being copied 
for financial gain as Minis climb in popularity and value. Unscrupulous 
companies can get parts made cheaply overseas, but they lack the technical 
knowledge and precision required to make them correctly.

Mail Order - 01707 607700 
Mail Order also available direct from Mini Spares North  
Call 01423 881800 to order 

Cranborne Industrial Estate,  
Cranborne Rd. Potters Bar. EN6 3JN 
Telephone: 01707 607700  

Units 2E and 2G Harwood Road  
Northminster Business Park. York. Y026 6QU 
Tel: 01423 881800  

991 Wolverhampton Rd. Oldbury.  
W. Midlands. B69 4RJ 

Telephone : 0121 544 0011

Please note that prices can change during the period that the magazines are printing - check website for up-to-date prices.  All part numbers used are unique and intellectual property of either Mini Spares Centre Ltd or Rover / X parts licensees.

mini spares - London mini spares - Midlands mini spares - Northwww.minispares.com
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Magazine Copy Dates
These are the latest dates copy should be 
received by the Editor for publication.

March magazine – 1st February
April magazine – 1st March
May magazine – 1st April

Magazine Publishing Guidelines
Please submit all copy, including For Sale and 
Wanted adverts, to the Editor prior to the 1st day 
of each month. The production of a magazine 
starts a month before the due publishing date. 
Please submit copy to the Editor only. 

If possible please provide copy electronically 
by email with Word attachments. 

Images may also be supplied electronically, 
but please bear in mind that the resolution 
and depth need to be as high as you can 
provide. Please supply any images as JPEG 
only. Please do not embed pictures or graphics 
in word documents, these should be supplied 
separately. Email to editor@minicooper.org 

Handwritten or typed submissions are 
always welcomed with equal precedence to 
electronic forms. 

Please keep articles to a maximum of 1500 words.

Original photographs and slides are also 
welcomed and will be digitally scanned and 
promptly returned. The Club will pay for all 
postage and packaging on returnable items.
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Chairman 
Robert Young 
Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden,  
Kent, TN30 7NE  
01580 763975 (H) 
chairman@minicooper.org

Vice Chairman 
Tony Salter 
20 Batchelor Green, Southampton,  
Hants, SO31 8FJ 
02380 560073 (H) 
vicechairman@minicooper.org

Treasurer 
Nigel Oates  
OTS Management Consulting & Setting Solutions Ltd 
Greenfield Lock, Christleton, Chester. CH3 5PN 
07765 235204 
treasurer@minicooper.org 

General Secretary  
Kim Bromage 
31 Coralin Close, Chelmsley Wood,  
Birmingham, B37 7NE 
0121 680 1814 (H) 
secretary@minicooper.org 

REGISTRARS
Ex-Works and Competition Cars Register 
Robert Young - See Chairman 
exworks@minicooper.org
Appendix K Register 
Russell Earnshaw 
8 White Ley Bank, Fulstone, New Mill,  
Huddersfield, W. Yorkshire, HD7 7DL  
01484 683899 
appendixK@minicooper.org 
Cooper S MK I Register 
Simon Wheatcroft 
392 Nuneaton Road, Bulkington, Nuneaton, 
Warwickshire, CV12 9RR 01827 830539 
mk1Sregistrar@minicooper.org
Cooper MK I Register 
Barbara Alexander 
Hollam Farm Cottage, 76 Bridge Street, Titchfield, PO14 3QL 
01329 841225 
mk1registrar@minicooper.org 
Cooper S MK II Register 
Nick Hunter 
01785 813693 
mk2Sregistrar@minicooper.org 
Cooper MK II Register 
Graham E Robinson 
80 Alexandra Road, Great Wakering, Essex, SS3 0HW 
01702 219298 
mk2registrar@minicooper.org
Cooper S MK III Register 
Simon Wheatcroft 
See Cooper S MK1 Registrar 
mk3Sregistrar@minicooper.org
RSP Cooper Register 
Roger Hunt  
Red Lion Lodge, Clopton, Kettering,  
Northamptonshire, NN14 3DZ  
01832 720571 
rsp@minicooper.org
Rover Cooper Register 
John Parnell 
8 Meadow Bank, Eversley Park Road, London N21 1JE 
020 8886 8226 
rovercooper@minicooper.org 
Coachbuilt Cooper & Cooper S Register 
Steve Burkinshaw 
28 Loom Lane, Radlett, Herts, WD7 8AD 
01923 855971 
coachbuilt@minicooper.org
Ex-Police Cooper & Cooper S Register  
David Davies 
9 Mountway, Waverton, Chester, CH3 7QF 
01244 332282 
expolice@minicooper.org
Innocenti Cooper Register 
Foster Charlton 
12 Queens Terrace, Wallsend, Tyne and Wear, NE28 7QU  
0191 2639019 
innocenti@minicooper.org
Mini Super Register 
Garry Dickens 
Pryland Barn, Cheddon Road, Taunton, Somerset,  
TA2 7QT 01823 338228 (H)  
01823 337835 (W) 07519 513826 (M)  
super@minicooper.org 
1275GT Register 
Alan Clark 
20, Voller Drive, Reading, Berkshire, RG31 4SE  
0118 9423778 
1275gt@minicooper.org
Modern MINI Cooper Register 
David Young 
8 Weald View, Staplecross, Robertstbridge, TN32 5QW 
01580 830000 
newmini@minicooper.org
Non Cooper Register 
Jonathan Voss 
474a Earlham Road, Norwich, Norfolk, NR4 7HP  
07477 717199 Please call after 18:30pm 
noncooper@minicooper.org

Please avoid phoning Committee Members and Contacts after 9pm.
Display Advertising - please contact: Kay Scott 01943 461679 kjsadvertising@btinternet.com
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Webmaster 
Mike Bennett 
45 The Park, Penketh, Warrington, Cheshire WA5 2SG 
01925 727479 (H) 
webmaster@minicooper.org 

Magazine Editor  
Paul Sulma 
7 Dorset Way, Twickenham, Middx, TW2 6NB 
0208 898 9476 (H) 
editor@minicooper.org 

Membership Administration 
Mini Cooper Register, Arbons House, 
47 Water Street, Lavenham, Suffolk CO10 9RN 
01787 249284 
mcr@minicooper.org

Membership Information 
Lesley Young  
Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden,  
Kent, TN30 7NE  
01580 763975 (H) 
membership@minicooper.org

Events Co-Ordinator 
Justin Ridyard 
2 Carlsden Close, Dover, Kent, CT17 0SD 
01304 330715 (H) 
events@minicooper.org

Competition Secretary 
Peter Barker 
0045 9133 3068 
competition@minicooper.org 

Club Shop 
Justin Ridyard 
2 Carlsden Close, Dover, Kent, CT17 0SD 
01304 330715 (H) 
regalia@minicooper.org

Regional Co-ordinator 
Richard Sign 
Oaklea, West Common, Blackfield,  
Southampton, SO45 1XL 
07968 307689 
regions@minicooper.org

Public Relations 
Lorraine Hampson 
The Beeches, Kiln Way, Grayshott, Hants. GU26 6JF 
01428 712154 
pr@minicooper.org 

Car Registrar 
Peter Barratt 
44 Bushey Grove Road, Watford, Herts, WD23 2JQ 
01923 816757 
cars@minicooper.org

Youth Co-ordinator 
Jack Ward 
81 Tower Hill, Dover CT17 0AG 
07984 302894 
youth@minicooper.org

Non Designated Committee Members 
Position vacant 

OTHER CONTACTS
Archivist 
Robert Young - See Chairman 
archivist@minicooper.org

Heritage Liaison 
Peter Moss - See Competition Secretary  
heritage@minicooper.org

DVLA V765 Contact  
(Vehicle Registration Recovery) 
Paul Sulma, 0208 898 9476 
v765@minicooper.org

HONORARY PRESIDENT 
Mike Cooper
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https://twitter.com/
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#minicooperregister
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Calls to 0333 numbers are charged at ‘normal’ rates from landlines.

Cherished Vehicle Insurance Services is a trading name of A-Plan Holdings who are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered 
Offi ce: 2 Des Roches Square, Witney, OX28 4LE. Registered in England. Registration Number 750484  CVI 085 04/17

20% discount for Mini Cooper Register members.*
Multi-vehicle and limited mileage policies.
Simple and free agreed value service.
All modi� cations considered.
*Subject to minimum premium and normal underwriting criteria. Terms and conditions may apply.
Please ask for details.
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INSURANCE FOR MINI COOPER 
REGISTER ATTENDANCE AT SHOWS
The club has an insurance policy which protects its officers and members against 
a variety of claims. The key area it covers is ‘Public Liability’ and this means 
accidental injury to or damage to the property of members of the public.

The main area of exposure to risk for the club is attendance at shows where 
we run a stand. There are an increasing number of shows featuring the Mini 
or classic cars generally which we are planning to attend with Committee-
organised stands, plus many regions already attend local shows, and there may 
be others that we are less aware of. Our public liability insurance will, we hope, 
never be claimed on, but there is always the possibility that a member of the 
public suffers an injury on our stand and, given the ambulance-chasing practices 
of many legal advisers today, makes a claim against us. 

That is what our policy is there to protect us for, but we can only offer that 
protection if the club is notified in advance of a Mini Cooper Register presence. 
If the stand organizer lets me know (address, phone number and e-mail address 
at the front of the magazine) they will be protected against the risk of a personal 
claim by our insurance. The club cannot pick up liability after the event without 
prior notification. Also, the insurance only covers risks in the UK.

So if you are organising a stand, please tell both the magazine editor and me at 
the same time, so that it can be publicised in the magazine, and you and your 
organising team are covered by insurance.

Nigel Oates
Treasurer

DISCOUNTS FOR MEMBERS OF THE  
MINI COOPER REGISTER
Discounts may be available on production of your membership card at the 
following firms:

MINI MACHINE, DARLINGTON  
– 10% off the vast majority of goods

DSN MINI SPECIALISTS, NORFOLK  
– various discounts depending on the product

MINI MAIL, KILCOT, GLOS  
– help if undergoing a major restoration

BULL MOTIF MINI SPARES,  
WINCHCOMBE. GLOS  
– Mini spares 1959-2000, Heritage parts, mail order from website. 
Discount to members on production of membership card. 01242 609598 
bullmotifminispares.com formerly Midland Mini Centre

MINI SPORT, PADIHAM, LANCS  
– 10% off most goods except for body shells and some engines

AZ MINI CENTRE, SPALDING, LINCS  
– 10% off everything but will offer more depending on amount purchased

MINI SPARES CENTRE  
– See advert inside front cover for contact details. Discount available to Mini 
Cooper Register members.

BJ ACOUSTIC, OLDHAM, LANCS  
– www.bjacoustic.com 10% discount

CLASSIC LINE INSURANCE  
– 10% discount and agreed value on cars over 5 years old 01455 639000

M & M MINI SPECIALISTS, WARRINGTON, CHESHIRE  
– 10% discount 01925 444303. www.Mini-metro.co.uk 

HAYNES PUBLISHING, SOMERSET  
– 15% off books, manuals and DVDs, with 2nd class P&P to UK 01963 442030

OLD TRAIN HOUSE B&B 
– Cork, Ireland (MCR member) - 10% discount 00353 25 39337  
www.oldtrainhouse.com 

MERLIN MOTORSCREENS  
– 10% discount, supply and supply & fit www.merlinmotorscreens.co.uk 
07768 661175

DISCOUNT ON HOLIDAYS FOR MCR MEMBERS  
– Studio Apartments in El Sauzal Village Centre, Tenerife, Spain.  
www.casafloratenerife.com  

HERITAGE MINI COOPER INSURANCE  
– 0121 246 8089 or 0845 373 4777 or visit www.heritage-quote.co.uk 

R.A.C.E. MOTORSPORT  
– Unit 14 Withnell Fold Ind. Est., Withnell Chorley Lancashire PR6 8B.  
10% discount, Jim Brindle 01254 831644

SUSSEX ROAD AND RACE  
– Unit 2, Shipyard Ropewalk, Littlehampton, West Sussex BN17 5DE 01903 
715341 www.sussexroadandrace.co.uk   
kevin@sussexroadandrace.co.uk . Mini and classic mini specialist ex JCW chief 
technician - will give 10% discount to any club member

THE EAST ANGLIAN MINI CENTRE, IPSWICH  
– Discounts for MCR members, details on our regular adverts in 
CooperWorld www.eastanglianminicentre.co.uk 01473 740148 

TMS MOTORSPORT  
– 10% off Motorsport and Tuning Products www.tmsmotorsport.co.uk.  
Tel. 01189 485132

Missing Magazines
Sometimes magazines go astray.

If your magazine does not arrive 
by the middle of the month

contact Lavenhams

mcr@lavenhamgroup.co.uk

or by phone (only if you do not 
have email facilities) on 

01787 249284

NOTICE BOARD

Magazine 
Contributions
IMPORTANT - PLEASE NOTE

Contributions must be received 
by the 1st of the month for the 
following month’s magazine.

I will acknowledge ALL 
contributions for the magazine 
sent by email, so if you do not 
receive an email back from me it 
almost certainly means I have not 
received it. Please telephone me 
after a day or so to check if you 
do not hear from me.

Paul Sulma

Membership
The Lavenham Press administer  
the membership - 

see details on page 4. 

GDPR Policy Document
The Mini Cooper Register is a motor club that caters for all those interested in 
the Mini and Mini Cooper, both classic and modern.

Under the GDPR regulations, we act as both Controller and Processor, in 
addition we use the third party company, Lavenham Press Limited, to administer 
the membership of the club and print CooperWorld magazine, and as such, they 
act as a Processor on our behalf.

The Club’s legal basis for handling personal data is Legitimate Interest.

In order to run the club, we and Lavenham Press Limited hold our members’ 
personal data (we do not hold sensitive personal data) and we will not release 
any of that data to any third party and have tight controls on the access to that 

data by officers of the club. Data no longer required for the running of the club 
is deleted. The data held for a member is: Membership number, name, address, 
telephone numbers, email address and region. In addition, payment details are 
used for processing membership and the sale of club merchandise, payment 
details are not stored. Details of the data held may be requested by a member 
by sending an email to gdpr@minicooper.org.

The processing performed by Lavenham Press Limited is: Recording new and 
renewed memberships, sending of welcome packs, sending of membership 
renewal notices. 

The processing performed by the club is: Generation of regional members 
lists (membership number, name, telephone and town only), granting of 
access to our website and social media, email notifications to members, 
confirmation of membership.
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EDITORIAL
The winter months can be a bit of 

a quiet time, not only generally, 
but also as far as the classic car scene 
is concerned, with most owners of 
prized classic cars putting their pride 
and joy into hibernation over the 
winter months, to await the return of 
Spring and Summer when it becomes 
safe again to drive a classic car on 
the road without all the worries that 
winter use can bring. However, the 
knock on effect of this quieter period 
is that I don’t receive as much copy 

for inclusion in the February issue of CooperWorld as I would 
normally during the rest of the year. But, having said that though, I am 
pleased to say that this year I have received a really good number of 
interesting contributions.

So, let’s kick off with what’s in store in this issue and first up is 
Robert Youngs’ Ex-Works Register report in which he has followed 
up on the 850 Works Minis report he wrote for the last issue. In this 
month’s contribution he covers the somewhat brief but interesting 
competition history of the 850 Works Minis in some detail. It is a 
subject which I am particularly interested in and I enjoyed reading, 
so I would thoroughly recommend you read it too. And whilst we 
are talking about register reports, have a read of Simon’s reports 
and particularly his Mk1 register report. I am not going to say 
anymore on it but that it is a really interesting one this month. If you 
are either about to commence a restoration project or you are in 
the middle of one, then I urge you to read Simon’s report and you 
will understand why.

Then, next up, we have another one of Peter Barker’s ‘interview 
with’ articles but this one has a slight difference angle to it 
compared to the previous ones in that Peter missed out on 
interviewing this month’s interviewee first time round, so I 
thought that this should be corrected. The said interviewee is 
none other than Bill Price who was one of the pivotal individuals 
in helping the Abingdon Competitions Department achieve 
the great success it did, particularly in the 1960s with the 
Mini. Furthermore, Bill has, of course, continued to be the key 
individual post the closures of the Competitions and Special 
Tuning Departments, in gathering and keeping the veterans from 
these former teams in contact with each even after all these 
years. I am grateful to Bill for kindly agreeing to be interviewed 
by Peter just before Christmas last year.

Finally, we have three articles in the Competition section of 
the magazine relating to the one motor sport that continues on 
virtually all year round and that being rallying. One of the articles 
is the second part of two, Niall Cook’s article on the MCR 
Northumberland Borders rally. This rally seems to be going from 
strength to strength year on year and when you read Niall’s article 
you might see why it has become so such a success.

Hope you enjoy the magazine.

Paul Sulma 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

     
 

 

 

 

BRYAN PURVES  
MINI ‘WORKS’ REPLICA SPECIALIST 

T:  E:  

Years of experience and skill has spread our reputation throughout the world. At the heart of this success lies a commitment to creating quality 
products that are a pleasure to own. CRAFTSMANSHIP: The essential principles remain the same: Quality, Strength, Style and Performance  
In addition our specialist services include Interior Trimming and Upholstery 

We have over 100 mini related items for sale on our website – here is a small selection 

 www.bryanpurves.co.uk  

 

  

 
Roll Cage – John Aley  

Non FIA 

 
BMC Mud-flaps – 
manufactured in rubber to 
original dimensions 

 
Dynalite Lucas C40 Type 

 

 

Trade Supporter
2019

bryanpurves1@gmail.com

Jacking Point Grommets Two Wheel Roof Racks to Works specification

Original Works unused Grill Mesh complete with new Radiator Muff and fittings

Hours of business
Tuesday, Wednesday,  
Thursday 9.00 am  
to 5.00 pm

Irvin full harness seat belt



membership numbers and I’d like to take this opportunity to thank all 
the members of our hard working Committee for their efforts over the 
last twelve months. 

As is customary, all Committee posts are up for re-election. Currently 
we have one urgent vacancy that needs filling, and that is our Public 
Relations position. Held by Lorraine Hampson, who now feels due to 
family commitments, she can no longer devote the time that she feels 
the post deserves. So, if you fit that bill, do let me, or any Committee 
member know. This is a very important role in publicising the club 
and getting our message across to a wider audience, both to the Mini 
specialist press, and on the numerous social media platforms. I’d like 
to thank Lorraine for the really great job that she’s done for the club 
and dealing with the Mini and specialist press so effectively over the 
last few years. 

Let’s see you at the AGM and it would also be nice to see some of the 
regional organisers attend with perhaps some views from their region. 
This advance notice gives you time to ask around at your local meeting. 
So, let’s see lots of you there and here’s to a successful 2019.

Entries for our Minis to Ireland event have nearly all been taken up 
but we still have just a few places left, so it’s not too late to enter. 

The dates are 20th September to 27th September. These are great 
fun and very sociable events, even for those who have never done 
one before, they are non competitive and it’s great to drive your 
favourite Mini over lovely roads, in the company of other members in 
their classic Minis or MINI. As always, these annual events are good 
value for money as they include, for two people, your ferry crossing, 
dinner bed and breakfast in good quality hotels and we also supply a 
light lunch, so we all eat together which is very sociable. You will also 
get a fully detailed and easy to follow roadbook of the entire route in 
advance, a pair of rally plates and we also have a service van tagging 
along, should anyone’s car run into mechanical trouble. You just need 
to supply the fuel for your car – everything else is covered. A full page 
advert appears again in this month’s CooperWorld with all the details 
of the route outline and timetable.

Robert Young 

CHAIRMAN’S CHAT

This is a big year for the Mini and by 
that, so too for the MCR, being the 

Mini's 60th birthday in August. There will 
no doubt be numerous events up and 
down the country celebrating the Mini’s 
birthday. It is remarkable to think that 
some of us are driving around in cars 
approaching 60 years old now and the 
newest classic Mini on the road is nearly 
twenty years old. Most however would 
have seen some bodywork attention 
over the years and many very extensive 
bodywork – such are the joys of classic 

Mini ownership! It is an iconic car that rightly deserves its place in 
motoring history. Alec Issigonis’s clever design revolutionised the small 
car and they are still, as we all know, no matter what model you own, 
great fun to drive. So let’s celebrate the little cars 60th birthday. There 
will be lots of special events this year, I’m sure of that, so keep an eye 
on our events calendar.

The IMM, this year in Bristol, and where the club will have a strong 
presence is probably one of the main Mini events in this special year. 
We have also been asked to provide a special display for the Beaulieu 
Spring AutoJumble. This brings me to mention our Beaulieu National 
Day on Sunday 9th June when we too will have a special Mini 60 display. 
I’m sure that there will be many more themed Mini 60 special events. 
Advanced ticket sales for our national day will soon be available on-line 
via the MCR’s webpage. More details will follow as we get nearer the 
date. It promises again to be a bumper day.

This time of year means the club’s AGM is just around the corner. 
The date for your diary is 17th March, with our apologies for 

taking over St Patrick’s Day, and the venue once again is the Banbury 
House, a Best Weston Hotel, Oxford Road, Banbury, OX16 9AH. It is 
conveniently placed just off junction 11 of the M40. There is a car park 
at the rear of the hotel. As usual, a free buffet lunch will be provided 
for those attending. This is your opportunity to come along and hear 
from the Committee about what we’ve achieved during the year 
and our plans for the future. It also gives you the chance to quiz the 
Committee and have your say. I think the past year has seen continued 
good progress with the club, not the least a continued increase in 
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We welcome the following new members who joined during December

NEW MEMBERS

Richard Underdown, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk

Paul Johnston, Chichester, West Sussex

Stuart Gale, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire

Clive Horsman, Halifax, West Yorkshire

Damien Evans, Hereford, Herefordshire

Philippe Balaine, Sauvat, Auvergne, France

Jim Barrett, Lalor Park, NSW, Australia

Alan Macdougall, Ryde, Isle Of Wight

Robert Clark, Charleston, USA

Angela & Matthew England-Holland, Bournemouth, Dorset

Vanessa Dawson & Michael Jones, Axbridge, Somerset

Simon Huntridge, Harrogate, North Yorkshire

Nigel Davis, Bristol, Avon

Patrick Stellwag, Wielenbach, Bavaria, Germany



Somerford mini LimiTed
Mini RESTORATiOn 
Being a small company guarantees that our customers 
receive the best personal service throughout the 
stages of their car’s restoration, from start to finish! 
Usually, one car is assigned to one restorer, enabling 
the work to be carried out with ease and perfection. 
We are able to draw on our vast stock of both new and 
second-hand parts, including very specialised body 
panels which are not widely available, enabling us to 
hand build a Mini that is ‘better than new!’.

PARTS DEPARTMEnT 
We boast one of the BIGGEST and most comprehensive 
parts departments In ThE World! We cater for All 
Minis and variants from 1959 to 2000. 

We carry 10,000 stock lines many of which are 
GEnUInE rover parts. From a trim clip to a bodyshell, 
we have everything covered and we manufacture a 
growing range of our own parts. Visit our WEBSITE, 
www.somerfordmini.co.uk which lists over 13,000 
parts and is the best resource tool in the industry!

SERVICING  l   SPARES  l   RESTORATION OTHER SERViCES
Although our name is synonymous 
with restoration we offer other 
services as well - anything from 
replacing an indicator bulb to 
preparing a race car, in fact the  
CoMPlETE SErVICE for the Mini 
enthusiast.

l   MOTs
l   Servicing
l   Accident Repair
l   Steam Cleaning
l   Valeting
l   Performance Conversions
l   Race Preparations
l   Restoration
l   Refurbishment
l   General Repairs
l   Rust Proofing
l   Valuations
l   All Spares and Accessories
l   Customising

If you want your Mini restoring, 
our team can do it. If you are doing 
it yourself, we can supply all of 
the parts and advice. If you are 
looking for expertise, knowledge, 
experience, quality, honesty and 
the most complete service you will 
find anywhere then look no further... 
come and talk to the experts!

Tel: 01249 721421    
Fax: 01249 721316    

Email: spares@somerfordmini.co.uk    
Website: www.somerfordmini.co.uk

SOMERfORD Mini LiMiTED

9 Harris Road,  
Porte Marsh Industrial Estate,  
Calne, Wiltshire  SN11 9PT   ADDRESS

nEW 

Trade Supporter
2019



That’s all for now! 

Justin Ridyard 
Tel: (01304) 330715 
events@minicooper.org 

Remember to Like the MCR Facebook page at 
http://www.facebook.com/minicooperregister or 
scan the QR code with your smart phone to visit 
the page.

We have another full events list for 
2019 and particularly so for Mini 

60 with many great events for all tastes. 
Track days, static shows for Classics and a 
good helping of road runs. 

Don’t forget to book your tickets for 
both Beaulieu and for the IMM/Mini 60 in 
Bristol this year. 

We are also at Brooklands again this year 
thanks to the Thames Valley Region. 
Please contact Ken Hunter kenneth.
hunter1@btinternet.com if you want to 
display your car as soon as you can as 
spaces are limited.

We have limited tickets for our members available at face value for the 
London to Brighton Run, email me for further details. Get in quick.

The Ham Sandwich Run for 2019 will be on Sunday 18th August, you 
can pre-register your interest by emailing me. It will be £30 per car 
including entry to the attraction visit for driver and navigator. We can 
promise some great roads and an interesting route in Kent for 2019. 

EVENTS

EVENTS CO-ORDINATOR − Justin Ridyard
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EVENTS CALENDAR
Key 

Bold = National MCR event or  
Club stand.

Italics = Regional MCR event/attendance.

February 2019

Event: London Classic Car Show 
Date: 14th-17th February 2018 
Location: ExCeL London 
Contact: http://www.thelondonclassiccarshow.
co.uk/

March 2019

Event: Club RAVERA 42nd Classic 
Date: 17th March  
Location: ARRAS, France 
Contact: daniel.guerin62@orange.fr

Event: Brooklands Mini Day 
Date: 24th March  
Location: Brooklands Museum Trust Ltd, 
Brooklands Road, Weybridge. KT13 0QN 
Contact: https://www.brooklandsmuseum.com/

Event: Practical Classic’s Restoration Show 
Date: 22nd – 24th March 
Location: NEC, Birmingham 
Contact: http://www.practicalclassics.co.uk/

April 2019

Event: Goodwood Members Meeting 
Date: 6th - 7th April 
Location: Goodwood 
Contact: https://www.goodwood.com/
flagship-events/members-meeting/

Event: Lincoln BIG Mini Day 
Date: 14th April 
Location: Brayford Waterfront, Lincoln, 
Lincolnshire 
Contact: Mike Bilton mjbilko@tiscali.co.uk

Event: Rotary Club of Croydon Classic Car Run 
Date: 28th April 
Location: Starting Denbies Wine Estate 
Contact: dhiraj@dsandco.com

May 2019

Event: Donington Historic Festival 
Date: 3rd-4th-5th May 
Location: Donington 
Contact: http://www.doningtonhistoric.com/

Event: Blyton Park – MK1 Action Day 
Date: 5th May 
Location: Gainsborough, Lincolnshire. Track 
day at Blyton Park Classic Mini’s.  
Contact: http://mk1-performance-conversions.
co.uk/action-day.htm

Event: DEWS Classic Car Show & Classic Run 
Date: 4-5th May 
Location: Brian Whitehead Sports Ground, 
Downton, Wilts 
Contact: To book for the show - Downton@live.
co.uk, and to book a space on the MCR Dorset 
Region stand - nickstansmore@live.co.uk

Event: Riveria Run 
Date: 3rd -6th May 
Location: St Austell, Cornwall 
Contact: http://www.cmcrivierarun.co.uk/

Event: Himley Hall British Mini Day 
Date: 12th May  
Location: Nr Dudley, West Mildands, DY3 4DF 
Contact: https://britishminiclub.co.uk/

Event: Mini at Home 
Date: TBC May  
Location: Mini Oxford 
Contact: TBC

Event: Minis at the Quarry 
Date: 12th May 
Location: Amberley Museum & Heritage 
Centre 
Contact: http://www.amberleymuseum.co.uk/

Event: Beaulieu Spring Autojumble 
Date: 18-19th May 
Location: Beaulieu Motor Museum 
Contact: https://www.beaulieu.co.uk/ 
Club Contact : johnpparnell@talktalk.net

Event: LSMOC London to Brighton Run 
Date: 19th May  
Location: Brighton 
Contact: http://www.london-to-brighton.
co.uk/

June 2019

Event: National Mini Day – Mini Cooper 
Register 
Date: 9th June 
Location: Beaulieu Hampshire  
Contact: beaulieu@minicooper.org
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Event: Shelsley Walsh 60 Years of the Mini 
Date: 15th-16th June  
Location: Shelsley Walsh Hill Climb 
Contact: TBC

Event: Bromley Pageant of Motoring 
Date: 23rd June 
Location: Norman Park, Bromley, Kent. 
Displays, traders, club stands, autojumble. 
Contact: www.bromleypageant.co.uk

Event: Double Twelve Motorsport Festival 
Date: 15th-16th June  
Location: Brooklands Motor Museum 
Contact: www.brooklandsmuseum.com

Event: Really Retro Show 
Date: 23rd June  
Location: Seighford Airfield, Stafford. 
Contact: http://www.reallyretroshow.com/

July 2019

Event: Festival of Speed 
Date: 4th-7th July 
Location: Goodwood 
Contact: www.goodwood.co.uk

Event: Thames Valley Tour 
Date: TBC July 
Location: Thames Valley Region 
Contact: Terry schraider@btinternet.com

Event: Mini Festival  
Date: 20-21st July 
Location: Brands Hatch 
Contact: http://www.brandshatch.co.uk/

Event: Lavender Run 
Date: TBC July 
Location: Worcester 
Contact: http://www.rdcc.org.uk/lavender.aspx

Event: Silverstone Classic 
Date: 26th -28th July  
Location: Silverstone, Northamptonshire 
Contact: John Price - john.price@anamec.co.uk

August 2019

Event: National Metro & Mini Show 
Date: 4th August 
Location: Gaydon 
Contact: https://www.britishmotormuseum.
co.uk/events/national-metro-and-mini-show

Event: Cambridge Mini Chill 
Date: 2nd – 4th August 
Location: Cambridge 
Contact: http://www.cambsminichill.co.uk/

Event: IMM Bristol 
Date: 8th – 12th August 
Location: Washingpool Farm, Main Rd, Easter 
Compton, Bristol BS35 5RE 
Contact: https://imm2019.co.uk/

Event: UTMM (Under the Mini Moon) 
Date: 2nd August 
Location: Old Pawlett Road, Highbridge  
TA9 4HQ 
Contact: TBC

Event: Croft Nostalgia 
Date: 3rd-4th August 
Location: Croft Circuit near Darlington. Historic 
racing championships and static classic car. 
Contact: http://www.croftcircuit.co.uk/racing/
nostalgia

Event: Mini in the Park 
Date: 18th August 
Location: Mallory Park 
Contact: www.minishow.co.uk

Event: Ham Sandwich Run 
Date: 18th August 
Location: Kent 
Contact: Kent Region, contact Justin & Annie 
h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk 

Event: Coopers at Castle Combe 
Date: TBC August 
Location: Castle Combe Circuit 
Contact: GRAHAM ROBINSON 
graham.e.robinson@btinternet.com

September 2019

Event: Beaulieu International Autojumble 
Date: 7th-8th September  
Location: Beaulieu Motor Museum 
Contact: https://www.beaulieu.co.uk/

Event: Revival Meeting 
Date: 13th-15th September 
Location: Goodwood 
Contact: www.goodwood.co.uk

Event: Manchester Classic Car Show 
Date: 14th-15th September 
Location: Event City, Manchester 
Contact: http://www.
manchesterclassiccarshow.com/

Event: Minis to Ireland  
Date: 20th – 27th September  
Location: Ireland 
Contact: Lesley Young - membership@
minicooper.org

Event: Rally Day 
Date: 21st September 
Location: Castle Combe Circuit 
Contact: https://castlecombecircuit.co.uk/

Event: Stanford Hall National Mini Day 
Date: 15th September 
Location: Nr Lutterworth, Leicestershire 
Contact: Jerry Filor - jfilor@talktalk.net

Event: Mini Action Day 2018 
Date: 28th September 
Location: Castle Combe Circuit 
Contact: https://castlecombecircuit.co.uk/

Event: OhSoRetro  
Date: 29th September 
Location: Margate, Kent. 
Contact: http://www.ohsoretro.co.uk/

October 2019 

November 2019 

Event: NEC Lancaster Classic Motor Show 
Date: 8th -10th TBC November 
Location: NEC Birmingham 
Contact: http://www.necclassicmotorshow.com/

EVENTS

24
2019







After the past great successes of Minis to Ireland the MCR will be returning to the fabulous roads of Ireland for the 2019 
run. After the first night in Wexford we will be heading west to Bantry Bay to drive the wonderful roads on the south west 
peninsulas. Then to Tullow in Co. Carlow to explore a new area for our Minis to Ireland trips. This is the planned itinerary. 
Mileage will hopefully be kept to a maximum of 200 miles per day. 

Friday 20th September - Depart Fishguard on the 1.10 pm sailing to Rosslare and travel a short distance to the 4 star 
Riverside Park Hotel, Enniscorthy, Wexford. 

Saturday 21st September - Leave Enniscorthy and travel via a coastal tour taking in some Circuit of Ireland Rally stages to 
bring us to the Eccles Hotel at Glengarriff on Bantry Bay where we will stay for two nights.

Sunday 22nd September - A tour of the Beara Peninsula with Cod’s Head, Ardgroom and Kilmacillogue stages. Then on 
to the ring of Kerry. From the Skelligs (where Star Wars is filmed) and Portmagee we will then travel around Carragh Lake, 
Ballaghbeama, Moll’s Gap and The Tim Healy pass back to the Eccles Hotel. 

Monday 23rd September - Leave Bantry Bay and travel via the Cousane Gap to Crookstown. The Coachford stage will take 
us to Buttevant and Kanturk where we will drive the Glen of Aherlow to Cashel. We will follow the river Slaney to the Mount 
Wolseley Hotel, Spa and Golf Resort in Tullow Co. Carlow where we will spend three nights.

Tuesday 24th September - From the Mount Wolseley we will travel to the historic town of Thurles to the Slieve Felim 
Mountains. On the Silvermines drive we will go around the Arra Mountains to Killaloe and Lough Derg. After a scenic drive 
around Lough Derg we will then head for Roscrea which is one of the oldest towns in Ireland. Then back to Mount Wolseley.
 
Wednesday 25th September - From Mount Wolseley we travel to Blessington Lakes then around the Poulaphouca 
Reservoir heading north for Dunshaughlin and the Hill of Tara. This was the seat of the high kings of Ireland and the most 
ancient relic in the country. Via Slane and Kells, we will take the Curragh to Baltinglass and back to the Mount Wolseley. 

Thursday 26th September - Leaving Tullow we will drive the Aghavanna stage to Laragh and then over Wicklow Gap 
and via northern Sally Gap to Bray Head. We will then travel through the Vale of Avoca to Courtown and Castlebridge to The 
Ferrycarrig Hotel, Wexford for our last night. 

Friday 27th September - Leave Hotel at 6.30 am for Rosslare and the 8.00 am sailing to Fishguard.

The entry fee per car, for two people sharing a room, including return ferry crossing, seven nights accommodation in good 
quality hotels, with dinner and breakfast, plus light lunches, will be in the region of £1,650, but may be subject to exchange rate 
fluctuations. The entry is being restricted to 40 cars and holding deposits of £250 will be taken to secure an entry. Payment is by 
cheque or bank transfer with two further stage payments being required at the end of March 2019 and June 2019.

Entries open on 1st December 2018 when application forms and regulations will be sent out. Contact the Secretary of the 
Meeting, Lesley Young, by email - membership@minicooper.org or phone 01580 763975 prior to 1st December to express 
your interest and request an application form and regulations. Entries will be allocated on receipt of a completed application 
form and deposit on a first come basis. All entrants must be members of the Mini Cooper Register.

Minis to Ireland
20th September – 27th September 2019
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Mini Cooper Register Annual General Meeting

Sunday 17th March 2019
 

Notice is hereby given that the Annual General Meeting of the Mini Cooper Register will take 
place at the Best Western Hotel Oxford Road Banbury Oxfordshire OX16 9AH. Directions can 
be found on www.bestwestern.co.uk.
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Please arrive at the Hotel for 10.45 a.m. 

The Meeting starts promptly at 11:00 a.m.

There will be a free buffet lunch for members after the AGM.

Nominations Wanted
The Committee shall be elected at the Annual General Meeting. The current Chairman should receive nominations of candidates 
for election to the Committee not less than seven days before the Annual General Meeting.

All posts are open for nomination any member may apply.

All positions will all become vacant at the Annual General Meeting. Posts which you can be nominated for are Competition Secretary, 
Editor, Events Co-Ordinator, Public Relations, Regalia Secretary, Regional Organiser, Secretary and Treasurer. It is vital and urgent that 
someone volunteers for each position to allow the continued smooth running of the Club. Your Club needs you! 

Please contact Robert Young if you want to discuss any position.

The Chairman and Vice-Chairman will be elected by ballot between the newly elected members at the next Committee meeting 
following this Annual General Meeting.

Please include the following in a nomination: Committee Post, the nominee’s name and club membership number, the proposer’s 
name and club membership number and signatures of both people. Please include your reasons for applying and detail any 
relevant qualities, experience and qualifications. This is your chance to make a difference to the running of the Club.

Agenda Proposals Wanted
Any member wishing to have an item included on the agenda of the meeting must submit it, in writing, to the current Chairman 
not less than seven days before the Annual General Meeting.

The Submission needs to include the name and membership number of the person submitting the item a proposer’s name and 
membership number and the signatures of both people.

Note
Admission to the Annual General Meeting will be strictly limited to current members only. Please bring your membership card in 
order to gain admittance to the meeting.

The Committee does not recommend this meeting as a suitable place for children or pets.

Please address nominations and agenda proposals to:
Robert Young, MCR AGM, Spring Cottage, Small Hythe, Tenterden, Kent. TN30 7NE

Nominations and agenda proposals to arrive no later than Monday 11th March 2019.
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The MCR’s National Mini day 
at Beaulieu 2019
By Tony Salter - Event organiser

As usual, there will be a good line up of the ever 
popular Ex-Works and Competition cars presented 
by Robert Young. Robert is confident that many ‘new 
to the scene’ cars will be on display this year. Giving 
their first hand view of the events of the past decades 
of the Mini in competition, will be many of the MCR’s 
honorary members, whose experiences span the 
years of the heyday of the Mini.

With a large number of specialist Mini traders and our 
unique trunk trading area, enthusiasts will be able to 
buy all those must haves for their Minis. The MCR’s 
show at Beaulieu has become The Show to find all 
those little bits and pieces to complete a restoration. 

Graham Robson, who has not only been a 
competition manager, but has written many books on 
cars of all marques, will interview our guests and give 
his view of the show from behind the microphone. 

The date for your diary is the 9th of June and the 
venue is The National Motor Museum at Beaulieu in 
Hampshire SO42 7ZN.

All Minis and MINIS are welcome.

The ticket line is now open as is the trade booking 
facility. Go to www.minicooper.org and then to the 
Beaulieu page for advance tickets, trade, concours 
and other contact information.

We look forward to seeing you there on the day.

Tony Salter

This year sees the 60th anniversary of the Mini. The MCR will be celebrating this 
milestone with a display of 60 Minis, including pickups, vans and estates from an 

early 1959 saloon right up to a 2019 modern MINI model. The cars will be displayed 
in a way that will show the progression of 60 years of technology and design. 

As in 2018 the concours display will share space in the main arena this year. Last year 
was again a good year for concours entries with many of the classes full on the day, 
meaning our judges had a hard time deciding on the best turned out cars. But ultimately 
the winners of the prestigious trophies were found. Our classes were restructured a 
few years ago and now offer more of a chance to win some silverware or other prize. 
It is advisable to enter early to ensure that you receive a place.

EVENTS
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MEMBERS’ ARTICLES

Interview with Bill Price
By Peter Barker

Bill Price was an assistant to all three of BMC’s Competition Managers, 
appointed deputy in 1969 and workshop supervisor at BL Special 

Tuning in a career lasting from 1960 to 1980. He was at Abingdon during 
almost the entire career of the Works Minis and I spoke to him about 
those days as well as other aspects of his long career with the company.

‘Although I was born in Ipswich I grew up in Clacton on Sea in Essex 
where my father had a garage, a Ford dealership. When I left school I 
planned to join the Navy even though my only experience at sea had 
been a day trip to France from the end of Clacton pier. I did join the 
RNVR (Royal Navy Volunteer Reserve) and even drove a frigate briefly 
but my National Service was deferred whilst I took an apprenticeship at 
BMC’s Morris Commercial truck factory and Aston Technical College. 
The training covered all aspects of motor vehicle technology but, 
sadly, not motorsport which I was also interested in. At the end of my 
apprenticeship the supervisor, Bert Bibb, asked me to write to him a 
few months before the end of my national service telling him where 
I would like to work in at BMC and he would contact the relevant 
department to see if there were any vacancies. 

Well, I told him that I wanted to work in Competitions but without much 
hope that this would be possible, and so I went off to join the REME 
(Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers) to finish my national service. 
I did a year in Hong Kong with the first Royal Tank Regiment and then a 
period in Germany. I gained my tank driver’s license, and wrote to Bertie 
Bibb to see if there was anything doing for me in ‘Comps’ at BMC as 
my national service was coming to an end. Well it just so happened that 
Marcus Chambers’ assistant, Margaret Hall, had sadly been tragically 
killed in a road accident and so there was actually a vacancy. I was offered 
an interview and my father drove me up to Abingdon where I met 
Marcus Chambers. Marcus drove us to the Dog House at Frilford Heath 
for lunch at enormous speed, which impressed me, and once he had 
assured himself that I didn’t have any ambitions to become a rally driver 

myself, I was offered the job. Actually, I had done the Clacton Rally with 
my sister as navigator in my pre-war Morris 8 tourer. But as I was up 
against Pat Moss in a Morris Minor plus Tish Ozanne and Donald Morley, 
both in Ford Prefects, we didn’t do that well!

I started at Abingdon in October 1960 and the first rally I participated in 
was the 1960 RAC Rally where I went down to Brands Hatch to see the 
‘races’ at the finish. I remember the mechanics making a crowd round 
David Siegle-Morris’ Mini and squirting a little fire extinguisher fluid into 
the clutch to try and stop it from slipping. I also serviced on the 1961 
RAC Rally with Den Green and remember taking Tommy Gold’s MG 

Bill with Paul Easter at Beaulieu 2006

Bill at home taken 
December 2018
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MEMBERS’ ARTICLES

Midget into the BMC dealer in Inverness to replace the front wishbone 
after he went off the road and bent his.
 
Soon after I started at Abingdon Marcus came out his office, the 
‘inner sanctum’, and said ‘I’ve got a job you can do’. He gave me the 
homologation forms to complete for all of BMC’s competition models. 
This was quite a job as there was a wide range of cars to choose from in 
the BMC range and the 1960 Appendix J had just come out which gave 
us the options of Group 1, 2 or 3 for Touring Cars plus other options for 
sports cars. We had to supply three original copies of the homologation 
form for each model complete with photos of the car and details as 
required by the RAC and FIA. The photographic unit at Cowley were 
very helpful in this. Neil Eason-Gibson at the RAC was a good friend to 
BMC and assisted us greatly with the homologation of the various new 
models as they came out. This included the 970cc Cooper S which was 
homologated using a company letter confirming the required number of 
970s had been built before that number had been achieved!

Towards the end of 1965 the FIA announced the new Appendix J 
regulations for 1966 and it also became clear that every car already 
homologated would have to be re-homologated using the new form of 
recognition. In the case of the Mini Cooper S, Group 1 which required 
5,000 cars to have been built within the previous 12 months was still an 
option. If we entered cars in the Group 1 category however, a single fuel 
tank only was permitted. Stuart Turner pored over the draft regulations and 
came to the conclusion that there were many questions to be answered. 
He and Henry Taylor, Competitions Manager of Ford UK, went to the 
FIA in Paris to try and sort out some of these anomalies and came away 
satisfied that they had done so. At no point did the question of headlamps, 
their dipping systems or their bulbs come up. At the same time that the 
new Appendix J appeared in draft form, the regulations for the 1966 Monte 
Carlo Rally were published. These made it clear that only a car in Group 1 
or standard factory specification had any chance of winning. 

Previously Mini Coopers had competed in Group 2 or 3 guise. We 
prepared a new allocation of D registered Cooper Ss for our drivers 
and incorporated the new QI quartz iodine headlamp bulbs which had 
just been developed by Phillips. At that stage in their development these 
new prototype bulbs carried only a single filament due to the very high 
temperatures at which they ran, and so dipping to a second filament 
within the headlamp in the usual way was not possible. At the same time 
Lucas had done some work with the Lancashire Police force on a ‘dim-
dip’ system using a resistance to dim the headlamps. They had tested this 
system and believed it to comply with both British and European traffic 
regulations. We built this dim-dip system into our cars fitted with QI 
bulbs using a resistor fitted to the bulkhead of the cars, but with an extra 
alternative of switching current to the two bumper-mounted foglamps as 
an alternative dipping system via a three-way switch on the dash. During 
the recces crews took cars with these new lighting systems out with 
them to test and although the results were very positive there were some 
reports that local police had not liked the new lighting arrangements. 

When the rally came the cars did the first section of the rally and 
finished in parc ferme at Monte Carlo. A notice on the main board 
appeared to the effect that one crew member of each car in the rally 
had to be present themselves at their car in parc ferme at a certain 
time. At that time an official armed with a large piece of white card 
(described at the time as the lid of a hat box) held the card in front of 
each headlamp and noted the dipped beam as it shone on the card. At 

the time nothing further was said. The cars went out again and at the 
final run-in the Works BMC cars were lying in first, second and third 
places. This was in Group 1 factory trim remember. 

The winning cars were taken to the Riviera Garage in Monaco where 
space was allocated for post-rally scrutineering. The three Minis were 
there along with a couple of Citroens and maybe one other car as I 
recall. BMC had to allocate three mechanics plus the Competitions 
Manager to be in attendance, I had to wait outside. Timo’s winning 
car was completely stripped, the engine and gearbox were removed 
and dismantled, the engine was stripped, the con-rods were weighed 
and the teeth on the gears were counted against the homologated 
specification. Nothing could be found to be wrong with the car. The 
scrutineers turned to Paddy’s car and decided to measure the front 
track but also asked three people to sit on the bonnet of the car whilst 
they did so! Clearly the measurement came out incorrectly as we 
indignantly pointed out. The track should have been measured at a 
given ride height which was indicated in the homologation document. 
Once the mechanics had jacked up the car to the correct height 
the track was as it should have been. Despite all the checking and 
measuring the scrutineers could find nothing wrong with our cars. 

Then came the results and the Minis plus other British Works entries 
were simply not listed. All cars using the QI lighting system had been 
excluded as not complying with French traffic laws. Stuart Turner 
appealed to the FIA through the RAC but the appeal was thrown out 
with the result that Citroen were declared winners of the 1966 Monte 
Carlo Rally. The Minis plus Roger Clark’s Ford and Rosemary Smith’s 
Rootes Imp were all flown back to the UK where journalists were 
waiting. Greater publicity was achieved for BMC by the disqualification 
than if we had actually won the rally!

The 1968 Monte gave us another incident when the prototype split Weber 
carburetors on our Cooper Ss were called into question by the same 
scrutineers who had disqualified the cars in 1966. They were concerned 
that the carburetors had been modified to adapt them to the standard 
Cooper S inlet manifold which had to be retained. We had also used bolts 
to hold the carburetors to the manifold rather than the original studs. 
However, all of this was legal and the only problem was that the scrutineers 

Bill presenting an award at Beaulieu in 2008 to Roger Wall

Bill standing to the extreme right with the Unipart 
Rally Team outside the British Leyland Special 
Tuning works in the early 1970s

A youthful Bill with Paul Easter by his left, Jonny 
Evans by his right and Timo Makinen opposite, 
at Lisbon Airport for the 1967 Monte
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had not read the regulations which they were applying! We were confident 
all along that our carburetors and their mountings were perfectly legal.

We subsequently had an issue with the Abingdon racing Minis in Group 2 
at Spa for the 24 hour race. The width of the car when measured across 
the front wheel arches was too wide. This was remedied by removing 
the wheel arch extensions, measuring the car and then replacing the 
wheel arch extensions again. In actual fact the measurement of the width 
of the car should have been taken midway between the front and rear 
axles and not at the front wheel arches at all!

I worked for three BMC Competitions Managers and all were different. 
Marcus Chambers was loved by all the mechanics, he was everybody’s 
uncle. Stuart Turner was respected as he had a burning desire to win and 
had been a top flight navigator in his day. He was very conscious of the 
safety of the Abingdon mechanics, always ensuring that their schedule 
on a rally was not a rally of its own. I remember covering the 1964 Liege 
Sofia Liege rally with Tommy Eales in an Austin Westminster. We had 
to drive from the start to the first service point at Villa Dont in Italy and 
then on to Sofia in what was then Yugoslavia, another 1,100km. We set 
up in the square outside the Grand Balkan Hotel in the centre of town. 
The crowds were five deep being restrained by police who were pretty 
free with their batons across the shins. We had a space on a raised bit of 
pavement in the square and there we waited for our cars. Sure enough 
we heard the sound of the Mini Cooper S of John Wadsworth and Mike 
Wood coming down the road with the sump guard dragging on the floor. 
We thought what on earth are we going to do here as we did not have 
enough time to weld up new mountings for the guard. So we got a new 
nylon tow rope and lashed the front of the sump guard to the bonnet 
slam panel whilst John and Mike got a few minutes rest in the hotel. 
When they came out we sent them on their way and the rope lasted until 
they got back to Germany where Pete Bartram removed the sump guard 
entirely, as he had to replace the driveshaft couplings and the guard was 
no longer needed since the car was now on smooth tarmac. 

We made our way back out of Sofia and on towards our next service point 
at Adjovscina some 900km away but decided to stop for a sleep beside 
the brand new Yugoslavian motorway. No sooner had we pulled well off 
the road and gone to sleep when Jimmy Simpson of Castrol turned up in 
his Westminster and banged on our window saying ‘are you all right?’ We 
followed him the rest of the way back and then went home to the UK. This 

was the rally where Rauno Aaltonen won in an Austin Healey with Tony 
Ambrose doing a good deal of the driving. Tony averaged 89mph over one 
section in Yugoslavia, faster than many of the top Works drivers of the day!

In 1970 the Competitions Department was closed and I was out of a job. 
I was offered a position within BL but I didn’t fancy it and so got a job with 
Mann Edgerton in High Wycombe as assistant service manager. I kept in 
touch with the people at Abingdon and I had a phone call in 1974 asking if 
I was interested in the position of workshop supervisor at Special Tuning 
with a new rally programme looming. Was I heck! I jumped at the chance. 
We rallied the Triumph Dolomite Sprint, potentially an excellent car 
although it did have some peculiarities. We homologated a straight through 
system and immediately got a free 5bhp for very little work! The steering 
rack was also an issue with the Dolomite but we had some good results 
with the car particularly on the Manx Rally. In 1977 I was invited to visit the 
Triumph production plant at Speke near Liverpool along with three other 
people including Richard Seth-Smith who was now running Special Tuning. 
This was where the new TR7 was being made. It was chosen as a rally car 
because it was made from the start to accept the Rover V8 engine and 
would have been sold in the USA as the TR8. The development process 
was a nightmare with many failures which didn’t please Lord Donald Stokes 
who wanted a guaranteed winner. Despite the best efforts of the crews, 
including Tony Pond and Fred Gallagher who were superb, the car never 
fulfilled its promise and it was a difficult time for BL.

In 1981 BL Motorsport was moved from Abingdon to Cowley and 
I was one of ten staff made redundant on the first day at the new 
premises, ending a career spanning 20 years with BMC and BL factory 
Competitions Departments.’

Authors note: For about 28 years from the late 1980s Bill Price and others 
including, Den Green from the BMC/BL Competitions Department, 
supported private owners competing in historic rallies in Britain and 
Europe. Firstly, acting as service crew and then with historical documentary 
evidence for modifications to those cars carried out in the period.

The Mini Cooper Register is grateful to Bill Price for his support over 
many years particularly in the maintenance and provenance of the 
Works Minis owned by our members.

© Peter Barker 2018

MEMBERS’ ARTICLES

Bill, Ron Crellin and Paddy Hopkirk giving 
thought to tyre choice for the 1967 Monte
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After fifty years of driving many different cars and an assortment of classics, I decided 
to return to my first love, a Mini! My first car was a1963 Surf blue Mini registered 

XHM 904, purchased in 1967 and probably long gone (Editor’s note: I checked the DVLA 
website and the car is on their computer but has not been taxed since 16th September 
1984!). I wish though that we still had the second Mini, a red Mk2 Countryman 
registered UYP 376F, which is probably also gone (Editor’s note: I checked this car too 
but sadly it probably has gone as it does not come up on the website).

So a few years ago I decided to return to Minis and a Cabriolet version seemed to fit our 
requirements. Finding one was not too difficult as we have a well known classic Mini dealer 
near us who had, (and still has), 4 or 5 of them. We chose a 1996 car in British racing green 
that seemed completely original and which I was keen on since I knew the colour was the 
rarest option produced. The slight downside was the mileage it had done being 86,000, but 
for a 22 year old car this didn’t seem unreasonable. I checked it over, heard it run, and the 
deal was done. We went by train to pick it up, for the 30 mile drive home. It ran reasonably 
well, although I thought it seemed down on power for a fuel injected Cooper engine. As it 
was October (2016), it got little use through the winter, but I was able to thoroughly check 
it over and clean the underside and research the model and history. The car was registered 
as P936 PYV, and is now 3416 KO, (it has also previously been registered as L55 MOC)!

A number of sources state that approximately 300 of this model were thought to have been 
produced between 1993 and 1996. They have probably picked up on the total figure of 
these cars being registered for UK roads i.e. just over 300. The true figure produced in that 
period was 1,081 as stated in the BMW archives. The Cabriolet was jointly produced by an 
in-house collaboration at Longbridge between Rover Special Products (RSP) and Tickford 
the coachbuilder who are now defunct. Coopers were chosen for the conversion because 
extra power was required to deal with the increased weight. Evidently, Mini Coopers were 
removed in batches of three from the production line, to be worked on in a separate area 
and transformed into Cabriolets (a process I would dearly love to find out more about, 
but there don’t seem to be any details out there). The majority of the cars were produced 
initially in Nightfire red, (with matching hood) and Caribbean blue. Then in 1994 the cars 
were produced in British racing green. The latter two colours with grey hoods. Mechanically 
identical to the SPi Mini Cooper, the only place they had the Cooper badge was on the rocker 
cover. The boot lid badge just read ‘Cabriolet’.

Interestingly, the Cabriolet appears to have been consecutively numbered during its 
production run. Tickfords placed a uniquely numbered small sticker (see photo)on the near 
side outer hood iron of each car. However, it is difficult to find, and even more difficult to 
photograph! The sticker bears the insignia of the Tickford ‘flying T’ and the serial number 
beneath it. Just to complicate matters, Tickfords ceased their partnership with RSP in the 
Spring of 2006, but production continued with the company that appeared to take on the 
business, Trim Technology Ltd. The sticker then changed to Trim Technology, carrying on 
with the consecutive numbering. Production appears to have ceased in June. My car bears 
the number 1039, so it is fairly late in production. Approximately 70% were exported and a 
lot to Japan in particular. The UK launch price of the Cabriolet was £11,995, which I believe 
stood throughout production. The 1994 price of a Cooper was £7,195.

MEMBERS’ ARTICLES

My Tickford Cabriolet story
By Michael Houston 

…After much (human) head scratching and expense, the root of the 
problem was found to be that the wrong clutch plate had been fitted…
“

”
The glorious summer of 2018 and outside 
The George and Dragon Speldhurst, Kent 

The fuel injection system coming back together

A previous owner on the 2006 Brighton run,  
(he was in the London and Surrey Mini Owners Club) A summer run to Penshurst Kent
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With some use in early 2017 it dawned on me that the engine was not running as it should, as 
well as experiencing starting difficulties. My research told me that the fuel injection system on the 
car was a known problem area, so enquiries led me to a local Mini specialist. The cylinder head 
was rebuilt and the fuel injection system cleaned and overhauled from tank to head, including 
the ECU. After much (human) head scratching and expense, the root of the problem was found 
to be that the wrong clutch plate was fitted! It appears that this resulted in the Reluctor ring 
being in the wrong position, thus it would never run properly! The result of all that work was a 
transformation in terms of starting, idling, running all much improved performance. That left the 
harsh ride to sort out! At first I thought that new shock absorbers would sort it, but wrongly. 
I then twigged that the tyres were 12 years plus old! New Falken tyres on the unique 12” 
Revolution wheels bought the ride up to standard early in 2018. That meant that the car could be 
properly enjoyed during the glorious summer. I am making every effort to keep the car as original 
as possible. However, some plastic trim finishers have broken over the years and now seem to be 
impossible to find. Any leads or suggestions on these would be most welcome! I am also having to 
consider some small bits being 3D printed.

In the autumn I decided to join the Cooper Register, and hope to get to meetings during 2019. I 
am now wondering which register is most appropriate for this model. (Sorry last editor’s note to 
say it should be in the Coachbuilt Mini Cooper and Cooper S Register).

Michael Houston

A family run business with over 40 years experience.

Whether you are looking to buy a Mini, sell a Mini or have 
your existing one serviced, repaired or restored. Cambridge 
Miniworks has it covered!

ABOUT CAMBRIDGE MINIWORKS

Cambridge Miniworks is passionate about keeping the icon alive. The 
Mini is a big part of our heritage, and we live and breathe this classic 
little car every day. We love seeing cars and their owners, coming from 
all walks of life. It’s been our driving force, and what’s enabled us to 
work with this classic car for more than 40 years.

WHAT WE DO?

Keeping Minis on the road. Building long-term relationships, across the 
UK and around the world. Giving honest, impartial advice and opinion, 
from over 40 years experience.

At Cambridge Miniworks, we strive to build long-term relationships 
with classic Mini owners across the UK, and around the world, and 
our business is build on recommendations from happy customers. 
Our showroom and workshop in Cambridge is equipped as the UK’s 
premier location for every aspect of keeping your Mini on the road, 
and we give honest, impartial advice and opinion. Get in touch with us 
today and see how we can help you.

Below is a small selection of our cars, please visit www.cambridge-miniworks.co.uk to see more.

01223 841141

CAMBRIDGE
MINIWORKS

11 High Green, Great Shelford, Cambridgeshire, CB22 5EG   T: +44(0) 1223 841141   E: blake@mworks.co.uk   W: www.cambridge-miniworks.co.uk

Shortly after purchase 
and a good clean

Ditto, the car had been unused and stood 
in a showroom for about eight years

The Trim Technology label, 
fairly inaccessible!

The Tickford lable
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More on Rotodips 

While Richard Crow's article about the BMC Rotodip system was 
historically interesting, with its tie-up with Austin, Birmingham, 
Morris, Oxford and later BMC in Australia, I think that you’re 
missing the point a bit Richard! The fact is that the process as 
applied by BMC was worse than useless and a total waste of money 
over many years. For all the Rotodip was meant to achieve with 
its much vaunted phosphate coating, BMC cars fared absolutely 
no better (and probably no worse either) than the other makers 
cars of the time. They still started to rot out within a couple of 
years. This begs the obvious question why didn’t the others use the 
process if it was so good?

It was always said around these parts, Abingdon, the home of 
MG, that the steel used in making the cars came from Llanwern 
in South Wales, transported down the river Severn, around the 
south coast, up the river Thames to Oxford/Cowley by deck 
cargo - On Submarines!

Phosphating has proved itself to be a superb anti corrosion treatment 
but only when it is properly protected too. But a wishy-washy 
solution, weakening by the hour by evaporation and use is doomed 
to failure. There’s more to the technicalities of the process and 
mixture of course, but as applied by BMC, and whatever gloss you 
put on it, it was a worthless, pointless and very expensive waste of 
time. The rest of the Rotodip story is academic. Around these parts 
the Rotodip caused the birth of the phrase ‘polishing a turd’. 

Peter Laidler
Abingdon, Oxfordshire 

Ethanol 

Since writing an article on Ethanol in fuel from friends in various 
industries about their experiences, I thought as a post script I should 
share this with you.

On the positive side Millers Oils do an ‘EPS Ethanol Protection Additive’. 
Now, I would not expect this to completely protect any vehicle from the 
effects of Ethanol, but it would probably offer at best a resistance.

Surprisingly, I have also been told that not all petrol/diesel fuel stations 
deliver a petrol/diesel/Ethanol mix. Some fuel stations will sometimes 
have pure petrol/diesel. One Fraser Nash owner tells me he goes 
round his local petrol stations checking the blend. Here is how to do it:

Put 98cc of fuel in a 100cc measuring cylinder and 2cc of water (normal 
tap water) in a 2cc one. Pour the water into the fuel and give it a shake. 
If you have no Ethanol you will have 100cc showing on the measuring 
cylinder. If you have Ethanol in the fuel you will have less than 100cc 
showing on the measuring cylinder. It goes back to the experiment at 
school when you added 50ml of water to 50ml of mentholated sprits 
and found that the total was only 97ml. The alcohol molecules are 
smaller than the water ones and so go into the spaces between them. 

Microbiological Contamination (MBC) Hydroscopic growth in fuel tanks 
is very much more pronounced in diesel fuel. A friend in the rail industry 
tells me diesel can ‘go off’ in 2 to 3 months given the right conditions. 
Feed back from farmers is that they now drain vehicles such as combine 
harvesters when in store. MBC problems in petrol are not so pronounced, 
but may happen if fuel is stored more than 12 months in damp conditions.

If I get any more feed back on the subject I will pass it on.
 
Richard Pengelly

LETTERS

Youth Co-ordinator By Jack Ward

Finding a car insurance quote at a good price and that is suitable for 
you if you’re under 25 can be an absolute nightmare. Here are a few 

tips to try and bring down that yearly renewal and hopefully save you 
some extra cash to spend on your beloved Mini’s this year. 

When that renewal letter comes through never settle at that price. 
Always call up the insurance company and see if they can beat it over 
the phone. You would be surprised with the amount of times they do! 

Shop around! You will all know this but shop around, use comparison 
websites and make the phone calls to brokers! You may be surprised how 
much letting them do all the hard work can save you time and money. 

A common thing for young people living at home is to have their 
parents on their insurance policy. Some insurance companies have 
clocked this and it actually increases insurance premiums. Only put 
frequent drivers on the policy, remember you can always add someone 
for a few days if you need too. 

If you can afford to, increase that voluntary excess on the policy. By doing this 
you are agreeing to pay more in case of an accident for repairs. Just make 
sure you can afford to do this and the value of the car to excess isn’t too low. 

On both classic and modern Minis doing fewer miles can save you 
money. Limited mileage on classics brings down insurance massively and 
also, if you only do 8,000 miles a year in a modern MINI but have given 
10,000 as your annual mileage, bring down the mileage and this could 
save you money. But always be honest as lying could jeopardise a claim. 

Use that garage to keep your car in if you have one. Garaging the car 
‘can’ bring down insurance premiums. I have put the word ‘Can’ is in 

inverted commas as when I garaged mine at an old address, due to the 
garages being broken into in the area, my premium actually rose. But 
once again be honest. 

Using cash back sites is a must if you are doing your insurance online. I 
have personally saved so much money doing it this way. One particular 
site good for this is topcashback.co.uk where I managed to get £52 
cash back. That was £2 for the search and £50 back for insuring with an 
insurer from that quote. 

Use your MCR club membership status. Car insurance companies give 
discount to club members, they believe members of car clubs look after 
and cherish their cars which in turn mean they take care when driving 
them. Carole Nash our sponsor offer discount to all MCR members! 

I hope this helps save you some money!

And finally, a thank you to Nick 
Clemmey who sent me an email 
about Lego doing an LBL 6D 
Mini Cooper S and a 2018 MINI 
John Cooper Works Buggy. This 
amazing set is being released 
at the beginning of January 
and will be a great present for 
kids and adults alike. Lego Mini 
merchandise usually sells out 
quick so be fast! I will certainly 
be treating myself to one! 

Jack Ward
24 | www.minicooper.org
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01376 574000
call now for an instant quote
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• Free agreed valuations
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The Cooper Bristol wasn’t the Surbiton 
racing car maker’s first attempt at building 

front-engined cars. However, it certainly put 
Cooper into a new field - and a successful 
one at that. The timing coincided with the 
then CSI (FIA) motor sport governing body 
changing their rule book to run 2 litre F2 cars 
as the GP World Championship formula for 
the 1952 and 1953 seasons. 

Social media of the 1950s meant getting a few 
of the motoring scribes around to the factory 
and showing off the new wares about to be 
made available for the coming race season. 
John Cooper was a master of this and ‘the 
scribes’ were keen because they had column 
inches to fill and especially the weeklies like 
The Autocar, The Motor and Autosport – all 
wanting their potential scoop news. 

As you can see by the inclusion of part of 
the 4th January 1952 Autosport feature 
when John wheeled out the new F2 Cooper 
Bristol and air cooled F3 MkVI, there was 
no cloak and dagger secret society of the 
teams of today. Usually the cars were still 
under construction and the photographers, 
such as Guy Griffiths and George Phillips 
took photos of whatever they wanted. 

OLD STUFF − Stephen Dalton

.......Cooper Bristol helped hone the skills of two World Champions 
in Hawthorn and Brabham as well as many other drivers.....

“
”

Left: 4/1/1952 Autosport– John 
Cooper proudly pushes the part 
finished new Cooper Bristol for 
the Autosport cameraman. Then 
Ecurie Richmond mechanic, 
‘Ginger’ Devlin ‘sits’ in the cockpit.

Going by some event dates listed within this Cooper Cars brochure, 
it was prepared just prior to the 1952 Earls Court Motor Show. 

Also from the brochure - Cooper Bristol specifications

Right: 3/10/1952 Autosport 
shows Alan Brown’s Ecurie 
Richmond Cooper-Bristol at 27th 
September Goodwood meeting
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John Cooper’s old mate, Eric Brandon, had 
been running air cooled Coopers under the 
‘Ecurie Richmond’ banner with Alan Brown 
during the early 1950s. This put Alan and 
himself in good stead testing a Cooper Bristol 
as soon as it was possible. The January 1952 
Iota magazine piece mentions how the pair 
had already tried the new Cooper MkVI and 
also had the first test outing for the Cooper-
Bristol at Lasham (an RAF base in Hampshire) 
on 6th January 1952.

Two Cooper Bristols soon joined Ecurie 
Richmond for the pair to be busily racing 
them all over the United Kingdom and 
the continent throughout 1952. This 
included select rounds of the GP World 
Championship, including the Swiss, Belgian, 
British and Italian GPs. Similarly, Mike 
Hawthorn was another early convert to 
the new C-B chassis and brought success 
quickly to both himself and the car. So fresh 

out of the box his car was that it still had 
to be painted when he took victory at the 
Easter Monday Goodwood with the Brown 
and Brandon cars following him home for 
second and third. By the time 5 Cooper 
Bristols rolled into Silverstone for the 19th 
July 1952 British GP, Mike came home 
ahead of them all in third place behind the 
two works Ferraris of Ascari and Taruffi.

As an aside, and indeed sign of the times, 
with a driver profile on the rise, success 
included Mike promoting a ciggie brand 
encapsulating his Cooper Bristol and, 
indeed, during his Cooper Bristol period 
getting noticed by Enzo Ferrari. 

A Cooper Bristol was a very serious 
commitment in 1952, graphically illustrated 
by Autosport when they published their 
preview on the 24th October 1952 for the 
22nd October - 1st November Earls Court 

The BMW-based Bristol 1971cc 6 cylinder engine in 
one of Ecurie Richmond’s Cooper Bristols. 

1952 Earls Court Motor Show – John Cooper shows off the new Cooper-Bristol MkII. 
Sitting in neat piles at the wheels is the Cooper Cars brochure shown here. 

Motor Show. At the show several British 
racing cars were to be displayed, including 
Alta, Frazer-Nash, Kieft and Cooper 
Bristol. The C-B was quoted in their 
review at a price of £2,267 10s plus £1,261 
4s 5d purchase tax. To add perspective, 
the Bristol 401 equated to £2,000 plus 
£1,112 12s 3d. While the new kid on the 
block, and 1952 show stealer, the Healey 
‘Hundred’ was a snip at £850 plus £473 
14s 5d. Noting that as displayed at the 
1952 Motor Show (even with its Austin 
engine) it wasn’t an ‘Austin’ Healey yet. To 
put them all in perspective, the average 
UK house price in 1952 was apparently 
around £2,000 and a lengthy mortgage 
to match. The Cooper Bristol displayed 
at Earls Court was the new tube framed 
MkII version, tagged T23 when the ‘type’ 
numbers were added to Cooper folklore 
in the 1960s. The MkI became known as 
theT20. 

Of course as the 1950s progressed, 
Cooper Bristol’s ventured across many 
parts of the globe including Australia, 
New Zealand and South Africa. The 1952 
Earls Court car came to Australia in 1953 
via Cooper’s then Australian distributor, 
John Crouch, to fulfil David Chambers’ 
order. Although he took his own life and 
after tenders came in, Jack Brabham was 
the first to race and develop the car on 
Aussie soil. 

So, Cooper Bristol helped hone the skills 
of two World Champions in Hawthorn and 
Brabham as well as many other drivers 
towards viable motor racing careers and 
indeed furthered Cooper’s reputation. 
Before the age old problem of ‘obsolete’ 
racing cars saw many of them hoovered up 
for historic racing when it gained popularity 
in the UK. And I believe that if you want a 
new ‘historic’ Cooper Bristol, Nottingham’s 
Ian Nuthall Racing can oblige. However, I 
imagine that serious commitment no doubt 
still applies though. 

Stephen Dalton

Bristol Aeroplane Company’s car division 
proudly show their successful connection 
with Cooper Cars. That’s Mike 
Hawthorn shown in the Cooper Bristol, 
and on the 20th January 2019 it will be 60 
years since his untimely death 
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navigation. After managing to replace the 
water pump on their car at the break, fellow 
experts, Bradley/Lawrence, also got off to 
a shaky start, dropping four minutes. Both 
fared infinitely better than novices Davy 
Dickinson and Stuart Watson though, who 
were out before the action began after a 
problem with the distributor on their car. 
This was a cruel blow, especially considering 
that their strong performance on the tests 
had put them in fifth place overall going into 
the second leg.

The next section went further west 
through Great Bavington before going 
north and then east over the much rallied, 
cattle-gridded Plashetts road to STC3 at 
Kirkwhelpington. While the relatively fast 
and flowing roads meant time losses were 
generally minimal, the change to more 
conventional ‘plot and bash’ style navigation, 
compared to map extract used on previous 
section, culminated in newcomers Andy 
Brookes and Nick Pullan dropping 8 minutes 
at STC3. Despite cleaning this section on 
time, experts Jonathan Swales and Dave 
Boyes also picked up a fail for a missed 
route check.

After a short run up a deserted part of 
the A696, the route then headed east, 
via the Chesters yellow to STC4 just 
north of Cambo. To add to the challenge, 
there was also a straw bale chicane ‘Not 
As Map’ (NAM) feature set up in the 

With only a few minutes or, in some instances, seconds, of time penalties separating the 
front runners in each class after the tests, it was all to play for going into the second leg 

of the event – the navigational rally. Following the rest break at Vallum, a transport led crews 
to the first competitive section of the evening, which ran from NTC1 just north of Belsay to 
STC2 near Capheaton, via the Toft Hill white and a little used yellow road past Frolic. This 
saw Sally Ann Hewitt and Mark Lewis’s debut in the expert class get off of to a difficult start 
as they dropped 12 minutes working out the ‘in on the first colour, out on the last (colour)’ 
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…..The same route check in an entrance to a picnic spot NAM, 
also caught out a number of other crews….

“
”

A problem with the distributor on Davy Dickinson and Stuart 
Watson's car scuppered their chances of winning the Tynedale.

N
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Newcomer class winners Keith Proudfoot and 
James Heron exit the tunnel under the A1 
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muddy farmyard at Chesters for crews to 
negotiate. Remarkably, this was cleaned 
by the majority of them. However, two 
crews, Richard Derrick & Robert Duley, 
and Matthew Smith & Richard Clark, fell 
foul of the grid line navigation given to 
newcomers, dropping 7 and 8 minutes, 
respectively, to the control. 

The B6342 over Gallows Hill and yellows 
around Rothley Lakes then took crews to 
STC5 at Rothley Shield East. At this stage, 
an intense battle was developing between 
the front runners and it was only a matter 
of time before someone cracked. The chink 
in one crew's amour was revealed on the 
next section to STC6 near Forestburngate 
when an error with the ‘avoid spot height’ 
navigation, on an otherwise straightforward 
section, saw Steve Entwistle and Andy Pullan 
drop 3 minutes. Suffering a similar fate were 
Swales/Boyes who also lost 3 minutes. 
Two further, back-to-back, short sections then 
followed. The first went over Wards Hill and 
across the wooden bridge over the Forest 
Burn to STC7 on Gatleigh Moor, from where 
the next section proceeded south down the 
B6342 before slotting right up the small yellow 
road to STC8 at Newton Park. In general, little 
time was dropped by crews here. However, 
Swales/Boyes, Hewitt/Lewis and Brookes/
Pullan all picked up a fail for missing one of 
two route checks in a parking spot NAM just 
before STC8.

The route from STC8 to STC9, the final 
section before a neutral through Rothbury, 
went the long way round Great Tosson 
before heading east along the yellow running 
parallel with the River Coquet to a control 
just south of the town. Again, while this 
looked relatively straightforward, there 
was no opportunity to relax and this time 
it was Graeme Cornthwaite & Ali Procter’s 
turn to make a mistake, retracing their 
steps to find a missed route check costing 
them a minute. The same route check in an 
entrance to a picnic spot NAM, also caught 
out a number of other crews. This included 
Bradley/Lawrence and Reynolds/Lamb who 
not only failed to find it but added 5 and 6 
minutes, respectively, to their lateness. These 
time losses were minor compared to the 
16 minutes lost by Brookes/Pullan on this 
section though. 

By STC9, Cornthwaite/Procter were out 
in front, their error on this section not 
being of sufficient magnitude for them to 
relinquish their lead over Entwistle/Pullan 
who were still two minutes adrift in second. 
In the Newcomer class, Keith Proudfoot 
and James Heron led the field, by virtue of 
a fail-free run up until that point, while on 
the Tynedale, Thomas Robinson & Lynsey 
Procter and Luke Carroll & Neil Kinch 
shared the lead, with just one minute of 
lateness apiece. 

NTC10 to STC11, which followed the 
neutral through Rothbury, was one of the 
longer sections of the rally. From the climb 
out of Thropton, it ran north to Lorbottle, 
before heading west and then north to 
Yetlington via two NAM features near 
Lorbottle and a loop of yellow roads near 
Netherton Burnfoot. Whilst most crews 

cleaned it others struggled, notably Bradley/Lawrence and Reynolds/Lamb who dropped 
10 and 12 minutes, respectively, a wrong slot down the Yetlington Lane white, not helping 
the latter crew’s chances of making the control in time. Smith/Clark also lost 7 minutes on 
this section while Hewitt/Lewis picked up four more fails for missed route checks. More 
significantly, NTC10 to STC11 saw Carroll/Kinch’s grip on the novice title suddenly slip as 
they dropped 6 minutes. This section also marked the point at which two expert crews sadly 
retired while well placed for a high finish on the event. Andy Harrison & Peter Scott headed 
home after a wrong slot down the same white near Yetlington that Reynolds/Lamb had taken 
led to an exhaust issue on their Barrie Williams car, while Peter Metcalfe & Guy Wickham 
retired with an electrical problem.

The next two sections through Penderwick, Great Ryle and the ford across the river Aln 
to MTC4 just south of Brandon, via STC12 at Alnham, generally passed without incident. 
With MTC4 marking the end point for competitors on the Tynedale, the remaining expert 
and newcomer crews were then left to tackle the final third of the route for the Borders. 
The first three sections involved a loop around the back of Powburn, before heading north 
to East Lilburn and then east over Charlton Moor - the same road that saw Corthwaite/
Procter’s chances of winning the 2017 event fall away. This part of the rally nevertheless 

Matthew Smith and Richard Clark 
approach PC1 on the Toft Hill white

Honorary member Andy Harrison partnered 
by Peter Scott in the Barrie Williams Cooper 'S'
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proved largely uneventful but the next 
two sections, between STC16 at North 
Charlton and STC18 at Rock; put all the 
newcomer crews in difficulty. Proudfoot/
Heron’s chances of taking Newcomer crown 
were momentarily put into jeopardy when a 
missing route check after the tunnel under 
the A1 near Tynely cost them 9 minutes. 
The remaining newcomer crews failed to 
capitalise on the situation however, dropping 
between 8 and 15 minutes on the next 
section, from STC17 at Ellingham to STC18, 
despite there being only two possible ways 
to get to the latter control. 

After passing through Rock, the final section 
of the rally headed south out of the village 
before slotting right along a white to Rock 
South Farm and MTC6 just before the A1. A 
white not rallied for many a year, this section 
was cleaned by the leading expert crews 
but proved to be the sting in the tail for the 
rest of the field. All of them were unable to 
complete it and find the two route checks 
in the farmyard NAM in time, dropping 
between 2 and 8 minutes. 

A short run down the A1 led crews to 
the finish at the Hogshead Inn in Alnwick, 
where the results were announced. 
Securing their fifth win on the event, 
with an almost faultless performance on 
both legs, were Cornthwaite/Procter. In 
a close second, after battling with them 
all event, were Entwistle/Pullan in Paddy 
Hopkirk’s 6 EMO Cooper ‘S’, the small 
mistake the pair made between STC5 and 
STC6 proving to be crucial in deciding the 
winner. In the Newcomer Class, Proudfoot/
Heron maintained the lead they had held 
all evening to notch up their second victory 

Car no. Driver Club Navigator Club Car Registration Class Time Fails Position

2 Graeme Cornthwaite KLMC Ali Procter H Morris Mini MNW 124F Expert 25:23 0 1

1 Steve Entwistle MCR/HRCR Andy Pullan I Morris Cooper S 6 EMO Expert 27:40 0 2

9 Keith Proudfoot MCR James Heron MCR Rover Cooper A13 UYR Newcomer 53:02 0 3

7 Stephen Reynolds MCR Stuart Lamb MCR Morris Mini Minor RFO 872 Expert 56:11 1 4

6 Barry Bradley MCR Stewart Lawrence MCR Austin Mini OAS 944 Expert 69:48 1 5

4 Jonathan Swales M/HRCR Dave Boyes M/HRCR Austin Mini OPL 972L Expert 52:32 7 6

8 Sally Ann Hewitt HE Mark Lewis HE BL Mini Clubman SDC 383M Expert 62:12 9 7

11 Andy Brookes HRCR Nick Pullan I Austin cooper CLH 288H Newcomer 66:05 10 8

10 Richard Derrick MCR Robert Duley MCR Austin cooper S FFM 931H Newcomer 76:44 2 OTL

12 Matthew Smith HRCR Richard Clark HRCR Morris Cooper S PVW 885D Newcomer 71:47 13 OTL

5 Peter Metcalfe W Guy Wickham W Austin Mini WTC 111D Expert 24:40 RTD (electrics)

3 Andy Ace Harrison MCR Peter Scott I Austin Cooper S 120 MNP Expert 27:19 RTD (exhaust)

Key to clubs:  

MCR Mini Cooper Register  
KLMC Kirkby Lonsdale MC 
H Hadrian MSC 

HE Hexham MC 
I Ilkley Motor Club 
W Whickham DMC 

HRCR Historic Rally Car Register 
M Malton MC 
Mo Morecambe MC

Car no. Driver Club Navigator Club Car Registration Class Time Fails Position

15 Thomas Robinson MCR Lynsey Procter H Morris Cooper HBE 790D Novice 27:50 0 1

13 Luke Carroll MCR Neil Kinch MCR/Mo Austin Mini 6604 KF Novice 37:20 1 2

14 David Dickinson MCR Stuart Watson MCR Austin Mini A583 KNB Novice 25:37 RTD (distributer)

16 Dick Wilkinson MCR Janet Wilkinson MCR Morris Cooper Sx GPK 101J Novice DNS

Final standings

in that class and a very creditable third overall, while Robinson/Procter took top honours 
on the Tynedale, their first win together on the event. Finally, the award for highest placed 
MCR crew (not qualifying for any other award) went to Carroll/Kinch.

As ever, the organisers would like to thank everyone involved in making the event happen. In 
particular, those who continue to make their annual pilgrimage from all parts of the country to 
both take part in and support the rally. We are also indebted to the landowners who loan the 
use of their land for it and, of course, to our amazing sponsors, YBracing, for their continued 
support. The next edition of the Borders, which will once again be a qualifying round of the 
HRCR Premier Rally Championship, is scheduled for Saturday 16th of November 2019. For 
updates on how plans for it are progressing, see the event’s Facebook page. 

Niall Cook

Expert crew of Steve Entwistle and 
Andy Pullan press on in 6 EMO
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classicline*
INSURANCE

Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.

FOR LITTLE RISKS

Our policies come with some great benefits as standard:
Agreed values (for vehicles over 5 years old). 
Limited mileage discounts; the less you use your car, the less you pay. 
Multi-vehicle policies; we can insure multiple cars at extra discount.  
Free club arranged track days; all other track days are on a referable basis. 
Breakdown cover included on all our policies. 
Extra club discounts for being a member of the Mini Cooper Register.

LEGENDARY SW CAMSHAFTS
EXCLUSIVE TO SWIFTUNE 

Find out how to be in with a chance of winning at 
www.swiftune.com/about-us/golden-ticket/

SAVE MONEY AND TIME

This is a reminder that you are able to 
renew your membership by Direct Debit.

You will receive a Direct Debit form with 
your renewal notification, if you have not 

already signed up to this form of payment.

Once this has been filled in and returned 
you will not have to worry about 

renewing in the future as this will be 
done automatically.

Not only is this easier and quicker but 
you will also

SAVE £3 A YEAR ON YOUR 
SUBSCRIPTION!

MEMBERSHIP 
 DIRECT DEBITS



Mini Girls Rally Team Report 
By Louise Thomas

COMPETITION

Wow what a fantastic year! The Team are 
delighted to say that we did it! The Mini 

Girls Rally Team completed its second year in 
rallying! Last year we were delighted to have 
finished second in class and who would have 
thought we could top this year but we have! 
We are over the moon to announce that we 
have finished the year 1st in our Class MC4 
and 2nd - yes 2nd overall in the HRCR Mini 
Sport Mini Cup Championship!

Hall Trophy, Blyton was the 8th and final round 
of HRCR Mini Sport Mini Cup on Saturday 
24th November 2018. ‘Only’ an 800 mile 
round trip from Isle of Mull and of course the 
ferry in order to participate.

Reflecting on the event, I would like to firstly 
say what a fantastic event it was to finish the 
year on. A huge well done and thank you to 
the Clitheroe and District Motor Club, and 
what an event you put on, faultless rally, so 
well organised and the best of the year! Thank 
you to all the Marshals, organisers, safety 
crews and recovery. We had a fantastic time!

The Rally was located at Blyton Park Driving 
Centre, which is a race track used for 
many motorsport events, track days and 
manufacturer testing. It is very fast and flowing 
so very different from any other event and 
thus was a new challenge.

The track was extremely slippery on the day 
and we went for wet tyres which was the right 
choice, albeit a few scary moments were had 
but, as always, we had great fun! And believe it 
or not we managed to not even scrape a chicane 
or kill any of the many cones along the way. 
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It was different catching or being caught by other vehicles, with 2 or 3 loops around each stage and 
competitors being on different loops at times it was like wacky races. Different from the rest of the 
season that’s for sure. We even did 2 stages in the dark! I love the night stages but anything I've done 
before in the dark I could only see light from in front or behind. This was different being a race with 
track lights coming in all directions. But it was fantastic and with no problems with vision. The aim was 
just to complete the event and get to the finish. The Marshals were fantastic but it was quite strange 
as we have been handing sweets out all year at controls to say thank you to the Marshals. But at this 
rally the Marshals were handing out sweets to us! It was brilliant! And we had great comments from 
them… "Do you girls always smile?”Yes we do!! "You girls are having far too much fun" Yes we are!! 
"Are you sponsored by Colgate?" No we're not! "Well you should be with those smiles!" 

Well, once again we did it! And what a result at the end of Mini Girls Rally Team’s second season.

That’s every rally finished in the last two seasons with positions on events from 3rd to 1st.This year 
6,378 miles were travelled and 14 ferry journeys! The team is learning continually and growing in 
experience, and we have met so many wonderful people who have encouraged us all the way! We have 
made some great friends, and we are a very happy team. Thank you All. Prize giving is in February.

I and the team have many people to thank.
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2019 will mark 60 years since the launch of Alec Issigonis’s motoring 
icon and thus we are making plans to celebrate this momentous 
occasion, in conjunction with the National Motor Museum’s 
Beaulieu Spring Autojumble over the weekend of 18th and 19th 
May 2019, with a 60 car display covering the entire range of Mini 
production models plus related variants spanning 1959 to 2000.

In order for us to put on such a display we need Mini owners to 
volunteer their cars and, as the display description suggests, we 
are looking for all kinds of production Minis spanning the decades. 
Hence, there will only be enough room for one example of each 
type of car across the Saturday and Sunday of the event. 

We know that many MCR members have more than one Mini, so 
here are a few examples of the types of cars we would ideally like 
to include in this special display: 1959 Mini, Mini Super, 850 Saloon, 
Mini Super De Luxe, Mini Van, Pick-up, `Woody’ Estate, All Steel 
Estate, Riley Elf, Wolseley Hornet, Mini Moke, Mini Cooper and Mini 
Cooper S, Ex Works, Mini Clubman, Clubman Estate, 1275GT, Mini 
Mayfaair, Mini City, Coach-built (W&P, Radford,or Hooper), Heinz 

57, Crayford, Rover Mini Cooper carburettor, SPi and MPi, Authi, 
Innocenti, Australian, South African, Mini 20, Mini 25,Mini 30, and Mini 
40. Within the above mix there will of course be MkI, MkII, MkIII, 
and 12 inch wheel variants. The list is not exhaustive, so if your car 
isn’t mentioned, don’t worry; we will welcome all 1959-2000 Minis 
to help us make up our sixty car quota. Display cars don’t have to be 
pristine as long as they are in a good and presentable condition and 
not customised beyond recognition of the base car.

The display is still in the planning process but we do need to gauge 
the level of interest from MCR members. We are also mindful that 
some display vehicle owners will only be able to attend for one day, 
hence the need for sufficient display cars to cover both days. 

So, if you are interested in participating in this special event with your 
Mini, then please email your details and a description of your car to John 
Parnell at the following address: minisixty2019@talktalk.net. The list of 
cars to be displayed will be drawn up on a first come first served basis, 
so please make it clear which day (Saturday, Sunday or both days) you 
wish to attend. More details will follow as our plans develop.

Mini 60 at the Spring 
Beaulieu Autojumble 
18th & 19th May 2019

COMPETITION

Firstly, thank you to my left hand woman, Heidi Woodcock, you have 
kept me right all year, we have battled snow, sleet, monsoons, freezing 
temperatures and extreme heat! We have had tears and laughter all 
along the way! The tears were also through laughter! No sadness in our 
team pure fun all the way. Thank you Woodstock.

Thank you to the team sponsors Mini Sport Ltd, TSL ltd, Skyhook 
Helicopters, Mini Cooper Register, Alsop Transport, Tunnocks, Ingelas 
Island, and Mike Mcveigh.

Also a big thank you to Diddy Dave (Dad), Chris Woodcock, Lewis Peel and 
Michael Anderson, for looking after the team and keeping the Mini, once 
again, in 1st class performing condition throughout the year. We couldn't do 
it without you all and we are extremely grateful of your support.

Louise Thomas
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The First Ypres Regularity Rally
By Malcolm Horsburgh

COMPETITION

Along with three other British crews, I decided to enter for the first 
running of this prestigious event in Belgium, against the might of the 

best European regularity crews. It was particularly appropriate for me as 
it was the 20th anniversary of my first Ypres Stage rally in 1998. So, I was 
relishing the prospect of using many of the tight and twisty junctions at 
every 500 metres on the roads around Ypres - some sections still being 
run on original Belgian slippery cobbles.
 

A brilliant route was devised by brothers Jens and Bjorn Vanoverschelde, 
the latter a previous winning navigator on the Hero organised Poppy 

…..The rally was based in the atmospheric town of Ypres and with a total of 84 
international crews participating in an eye watering collection of classic cars……

“
”

Rally. The navigation was straightforward with a detailed Tulip style road 
book. But with average speeds varying between 50, 55 and 60kph (30 
to 37.5mph) reduced to 20 kph through sensitive areas, and with timing 
points almost every kilometre, we were kept under pressure throughout.

The other British crews were Dick and Mark Appleton in their 1965 
Cooper S registered CYD 820C,
 

then Mark and Sue Godfrey in the very rapid MGB. And French residents 
Ian and Julie Wright in their diminutive but smart Renault 4 CV. 

As Anthony Preston was unavailable I was lucky to secure the services 
of the very experienced Bart Den Hartog to guide me in the Mini Spares 
Cooper S registered 277 BRX.

What perhaps I had not realised at the time of entering, was that all 
types of average speed devices, such as the Blunik, were permitted and 
are similar to those used on the Monte Historique. They give you the 
ability to pre programme all the regularity sections into the on board 
‘computer’ which then gives the crew an instant read out of their timing. 
These are not permitted on UK events hence we were running with the 
normal trip and stop clock, albeit with the addition of the Garmin satnav. 
To demonstrate the effect of this, see our times at the end of Leg One! 
Welcome to European style regularity rallying.

Belgian Pave

Dick and Mark Appleton

Ian and Julie Wright
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A typical arrangement of equipment in the non UK cars is shown in the 
cockpit picture below of car number 56, a 1976 LHD Austin Mini, owned 
by Belgians Serg Daels/ Geert Verdonckt.

The organisers had fitted all cars with ‘Tripy’ GPS devices (the yellow 
device below the sun visor) enabling them to capture accurate times for 
each car remotely at the multitude of unseen timing points.
 

The rally was based in the atmospheric town of Ypres and with a total of 
84 international crews participated in an eye watering collection of classic 
cars, made up the entry. The cars all lined up behind the famous Cloth 
Hall in the centre of town.
 
The rally comprised of two legs totalling over 800 kilometres, spread 
over three days from Friday 30th November to Sunday 2nd December.

Friday Leg 1.1 started at 18:30 and finished at 00:30, all in the dark, but 
thankfully, also in the dry. There were 9 competitive sections, the first 
being a closed road test of 1.5 kilometres. This suited our Mini and we 
were 8th quickest overall even against the might of the 20 or so Porsches 
and the Lancia Stratos running as car 1.

Over the next 8 regularity sections there were a total of 50 timing points 
and we finished the night with penalties of 94.3 seconds, an average of 
1.9 seconds lost at each point, which in UK terms was brilliant. However, 
the leading crew had only dropped 10.2 seconds! This put us in 22nd 
overall, with the Appletons 34th and the Wrights 39th. The Godfreys 
unfortunately retired with a broken car.
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Belgian navigation equipment

Car 1 Lancia Stratos

Peter Horsburgh and Bart Den Hartog

Par Ferme behind the Cloth Hall in Ypres
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Back in Ypres, we still had time for a late night beer and sausages, in the 
‘Times’ bar just off the market square, and then in bed by 2am.

Saturday Leg 1.2 started at 08:00 finishing at 16:00. The roads were 
very slippy and muddy, with 10 competitive sections, the longest over 
20kms with 15 timing points, making 63 timing points in total.

It was a long day of nearly 400kms, but we had a steady run getting 
better on the timing, averaging 1.3 seconds per point, taking us up to 
20th overall.

Dick and Mark were delayed on a couple of sections with tractors and 
trucks getting in the way but still came in 31st. 

We were pleased to get back to the podium in one piece with darkness 
just falling.
 
The organisers had arranged a free bar with snacks at the Rally HQ with 
all the competitors entering into the pre Xmas spirit and recounting tales 
of the days exploits.

The leaders at this point and eventual winners were the renowned 
pairing of Yves Deflandre and Yves Noelanders in their very tidy 1972 
Porsche 911.

The earlier finish gave us plenty of time to enjoy a nice steak béarnaise 
and frites with more beer in the only brasserie in town with a Mini in the 
eating area!
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Dick and Mark Appleton

Back to the podium after Saturday Leg 1.2

Mini in dining room of Ypres brasserie

Free bar at rally HQ
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Leg 2 Sunday. We collected our time card 10 minutes before our start 
time of 06:47, and completing the leg at 13:30.

It was dark and wet and as we left the podium for a run out to the first 
regularity the wipers decided to stop working, and no amount of fuses 
and wire fiddling made them work. So we completed a 24km section 
in the dark and rain with no wipers, not much fun and with no less than 
19 timing points! Somehow we just dropped 30.6 seconds and made it 
to the petrol halt where, fortunately, another crew had some Rain X - 
brilliant stuff.

The UK crews had opted not to take a service crew unlike our 
competition who had full service and some also had chase cars.

Fortunately apart from wipers we only needed fuel and a spot of oil. 

Section 24 was a short 650 metres, closed road test around the Menen 
town square on very greasy cobbles. We had to don helmets which we 
had been carrying in the boot for this test! 

So we made it back to the finish in Ypres to be interviewed for the after 
rally video. See on the Ypres Regularity Rally facebook page.

Final positions:

Peter Horsburgh/ 18th overall (3rd in class) 5 mins 4.3 secs
Bart Den Hartog

DickAppleton/ 28th overall 8 mins 39.7 secs
Mark Appleton

Ian Wright/ 42nd overall 21 mins 25.6 secs 
Julie Wright

The winners Yves Deflandre and Yves Noelanders  
 0 mins 53.6 seconds!
 

Would I recommend it? For the pure pleasure of driving around the 
classic roads in the Mini definitely yes, but buy a Blunik or similar 
navigation device if you want to compete for a top ten place.

Thanks to Bart for a brilliant and entertaining performance in the left 
hand seat. I also learned more in those 3 days about the history of the 
WW1 battles and monuments then I knew before the rally, as well as 
improving my regularity skills.

Thanks to David Mares and Ronny Van Parys for their excellent photos.

Peter Horsburgh

Winning Porsche of Deflandre/ Noelanders

Quick oil check 
on 277 BRX

Winning cars at 
finish podium
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REGISTERS

Ex-Works and Competition Car Register

Works 850s - continued

Following on from last month’s article 
about the Works 850s, I thought that 
I’d write this month about the Works 
850's competition history - my count 
tells me there were just nine Works 
850s. The very first Works 850 was 
YOP 633 and it did just one event, 
the Viking Rally in September 1959 
with Abingdon’s competition manager, 
Marcus Chambers, at the wheel. The 
car had very little preparation and was 
effectively a standard car with just a 
sump guard and a map light fitted and 
a few rudimentary creature comforts. 

Marcus nursed the car to the finish in 51st place, gaining valuable 
experience with the Mini - not a bad start for a nurse's shopping car.

YOP 663 leaked badly on the rally and that was something that would 
soon be rectified on the production line. This early car was not only 
paving the way for an improved competition car, BMC was also 
improving the production car by entering their cars in competition, 
which is something BMC always prided itself on doing. Along the way, 
the car also managed to break its wheels - due in no small part to the 
large ruts the car had to contend with.

In October1959 TJB 199, as a new Works Mini, had the honour of 
being the first Mini to win a rally outright. Well, just to qualify that, 
the first Works Mini. However, it could well be that a privateer may 
have won a local event in his own Mini but the contemporary records 
show that TJB 199 was the first Abingdon prepared car to win an 
event. The car appeared in standard monotone ruby red. The event 
was the Knowldale Car Club’s ‘Mini Miglia’ in October 1959. This was 
a national event that finished near Macclesfield and was won by Pat 
Moss, who was ably navigated by one Stuart Turner.

The first serious attempt with the Works 850s was with a team of three 
cars that were entered for the RAC Rally in November 1959. These 
were TMO 559, 560 and 561, driven by Tish Ozanne, Alex Pitts and 
Ken James respectively. In these early days, the cars had yet to appear in 
standard ‘Abingdon Works’ red and white war paint. They were painted 
monotone blue, red and white respectively. All three cars however 

Robert Young

REGISTERS
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distinguished themselves by failing to finish the gruelling event. RAC 
preparation, still in the early days of the car, was again rudimentary but 
thorough. The interior dashboard layout, was by later standards, rather 
haphazard but functional. The rev counter was a Speedwell Weston 
electronic one with a duel oil and water temperature gauge along side. 
The fitting of a Perspex deflector inside the windscreen for deflecting 
warm air from the heater, together with demister bar, was fitted to 
the cars too. A Weslake high compression cylinder head was fitted 
and the engines carefully assembled in every detail. The cars had their 
ride height raised to give them more ground clearance over the poor 
roads they were expected to traverse. The damper brackets were also 
strengthened and modified. Crew comfort on this long event, the length 
and breadth of the country, was also well catered for. However, slipping 
clutches, which was a common problem with early Minis, saw all three 
Works Minis ultimately retire. Oil seal failure around the primary gear 
resulted in oil seeping onto the clutch plate rendering it useless.

In December 1959 two cars, TJB 199 and 618 AOG, took part on 
the Portuguese Rally, driven this time by Nancy Mitchell and Peter 
Riley. Nancy won the ladies prize and also beat Riley, who finished 
ten places behind her. So, with some confidence, Abingdon entered 
six Mini 850s for the Monte Carlo Rally in early 1960. These six were 
617 AOG, 618 and 619 together with the three RAC Rally TMO cars, 
559, 560 and 561. These were driven respectively by Nancy Mitchell, 
Peter Riley, Tommy Wisdom, Tish Ozanne, Alec Pitts and finally the 
Morley twins in the sixth car. 

Typical haphazard interior of a Works 850 Mini

Nancy Mitchell on her way to winning the ladies award on the 
Portuguese Rally 

Gentleman Tommy Wisdom attending to 619 AOG on the 
1960 Monte
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The Monte saw few modifications being permitted, other than 
carefully building the engine to exacting standards in an attempt to 
get the maximum from the small engine. For the Monte the cars had 
a Helphos lamp attached to the windscreen. This was an additional 
lamp that could be moved from inside the car to find road signs or be 
used to add extra light to the edge of the road.

Later these lamps were replaced by a movable lamp fixed to the roof 
of the cars (until these were banned). The car also had the customary 
two auxiliary Lucas fog lamps, on brackets, fixed to the bumper and 
the front panel. The two ladies retired, leaving all the men to drag 
their 850s to the finish. The Alec Pitts car, finished 73rd, and was in a 
sorry state, being almost banana shaped at the finish, after a coming 
together with a milk float! Pitts bought the wreck for £10 from 
Marcus Chambers! 

The Geneva Rally in April 1960 saw all three AOG cars out again 
with Ozanne, Morley and Pitts taking up the challenge. Alec Pitts 
had a new AOG 619 after Tommy Wisdom had seriously damaged 
the rear of the car on the previous Monte and it was written off. 
Pitts would crash out again with the car on the Geneva, throwing 
it at the mountain side when confronted with another car wedged 
across the road – it was either hit the side of the mountain or fresh 
air! The Morleys finished 14th and Ozanne in 27th place. Clearly 
the Mini had relative performance and now with some improved 
reliability was beginning to make its mark; let’s not forget that the 
Mini was itself not a year old.

David Hiam was given TMO 559 to attempt the Circuit of Ireland 
in April 1960. The car was painted in yellow with a blue roof, as 
it was intended to be a Swedish entry for Eric Carlsson, but he 
broke his legs so the car was loaned to Hiam. He didn’t finish. The 
Tulip Rally followed in Abingdon’s agenda for learning the 850, 
with three cars being entered, namely, TMO 560 and 561 plus TJB 
199, each driven by Tom Christie, Tish Ozanne and John Sprinzel 
respectively. By now, it had become apparent that the little 850 
Mini needed much more power, if the car was ever to challenge 
for anything other than class awards. Fortunately, under the newly 
introduced Appendix J regulations, two new classes had been 
created for production cars. The first, for the Touring Car class 
was basically a standard showroom class, later to become group 
1. The second class, the Grand Touring class, allowed for cars to 
be modified away from standard. This was later to become group 
2. This freedom allowed Abingdon to fit the cars with various 
performance improving modifications, such as twin carburettors, 
modified camshaft and reworked cylinder head. These were I 
guess now considered to be the Mini Cooper prototype, as many 
of the modifications that John Cooper had been using on his racing 
A series engines were soon found on the GT category Minis that 
Abingdon was using in rallying. The Tulip was a fabulous event, 
much loved by Abingdon and despite this being a tough event all 
three cars finished in the 1960 event.

The next challenge for the little 850 was a tough one, the Acropolis 
Rally in May 1960, where once again, the three AOGs were trotted 
out for Tish Ozanne, Mike Sutcliffe and John Milne. The cars were 
prepared for the worst, with attention to damper mountings and 
protection underneath the car. The special stages, mostly dry and 
dusty, took their toll on the cars and Tish’s 617 AOG retired due 
to suspension failure but the other two cars did finish, battered and 
bruised in 31st and 15th. The Alpine Rally followed where the three 
TMO cars were prepared for this super fast challenging event using 
almost every Alpine pass available. Alec Pitts, Rev Rupert Jones 
and Tommy Gold were the assigned drivers. The cars were now 
being used for the development of the forthcoming Mini Cooper 
in earnest and were running the small 7” disc brakes, which were 
proving less than adequate over the Alpine mountain descents! An 
experimental Cooper prototype gearbox was also being used. Jones 
crashed out, trying too hard to claw back penalties for booking 
into a control early, but Pitts in 30th and Gold in 14th satisfied 
Abingdon’s thirst for results. 

Now we come to the RAC, just a year since the car's first real 
challenge and we see the three TMOs again pressed into service 
for Dave Seigle-Morris, Tom Christie and Mike Sutcliffe. In 1960 
two of the three cars finished, which was better than none in 
1959 and what a brilliant result it was with Seigle-Morris finishing 
in 6th place and Sutcliffe in 8th. Christie retired when the 
flywheel parted company with the crankshaft! This was a great 
improvement in just twelve months of competition. However, all 
three cars were still suffering from clutch slip – a cure for which 
was still to be affected. 

The Following Monte Carlo, in January 1961, saw the trusty three 
TMOs out again, with yet more driver changes, these being Peter 
Garnier, Tom Christie and Derek Astle respectively. We were still 
at a time in Abingdon history when the ‘Gentleman Drivers’ were 
regularly employed to drive the cars (and a good few were tried). 
It would be a few years yet before the professional driver line up 
appeared, largely due to Stuart Turner’s professional approach to 
the sport. 

Rare under bonnet shot of TMO 560 on the 1960 Monte

Peter Riley splashed through the slush with 617 AOG on the  
1960 Monte
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The 1961 Monte saw a sharp reverse in fortunes, after a great result 
on the RAC, when on the Monte all three cars retired. All the cars 
were entered into the all new Appendix J Group 2 regulations which 
allowed numerous modifications, rather than the standard ‘showroom 
class' of Group 1. With the handicap system being employed on the 
Monte at that time, a small capacity car stood a really good chance 
of winning this blue ribbon event but it was not to be. TMO 559 was 
destroyed when Peter Garnier was involved in a road accident. An 
errant French farmer’s Peugeot assaulted the little Mini at a cross 
roads near Reims, leaving Peter with a few broken ribs and a very 
battered motor car. Tom Christie’s TMO 560 starting from Paris, and 

Vast amount of tools and spares assigned for the 1961 Monte 
on TMO 651

The very deranged TMO 559 after its road accident on the 
1961 Monte

617 AOG on the Monte 1961 which had by now been sold to Tish 
Ozanne, who used the car unchanged from when at Abingdon

was in fact perfectly fine, but it was Christie who wasn’t - he went 
down with acute food poisoning and was just not able to continue on 
the event. Finally, Derek Astle in TMO 561 was eliminated when the 
car was hit by a landslide! Some crumbs of comfort could be gained 
from the fact that all three cars were ‘only’ sidelined by mishaps 
rather than mechanical failings.

TMO 560 was next used in March 1961 on the Lyon-Charbonnières, 
driven this time by Pat Moss, who in truth, never felt very happy 
with the Mini. Despite this, she was posting very respectable times 
and favourite for the ladies award. Unfortunately, transmission 
failure scuppered Pat’s fine efforts. The failure, originally thought 
to be crankshaft failure, was traced to the idler gear bearing having 
collapsed – something else that would be changed later in the Mini’s 
evolution. TMO 559 and 561 were prepared for the Tulip Rally in May 
for experienced drivers Dave Seigle-Morris and Peter Riley, although 
561 was much used, 559, after its Monte accident, was a new car. 
Both cars achieved a good result from a large field and the only 
incident was to Seigle-Morris’ co-driver, who was none other than Vic 
Elford. The pair, between them, were trying a new sideways style of 
driving that they had developed in the hope of emulating or beating 
the Scandinavian style of sideways motoring. Seigle-Morris would 
steer the car into a bend and Elford would yank on the handbrake, 
leaving David to steer round the corner with the car in a drift. This 
didn’t endear them to the mechanics and not the least Marcus 
Chambers, who disapproved of Elford’s wayward driving style.

The Acropolis Rally, also in May, was a disaster for the team of three 
850s entered. We see this as the last full team entry of Works 850s. 
Mike Sutcliffe was to drive 619 AOG on its last Abingdon event 
and Dave Seigle-Morris would do likewise in TMO 560 with Vic 
Elford again. The third car was a new Works 850 registered 363 
DOC, built and handed to Don Morley for this notoriously rough 
tough event on the roads of Greece. Development of the 850 Mini, 
with the Mini Cooper now about to be launched, had effectively 
stopped, although these later cars were in effect Mini Cooper 
prototypes, testing numerous bits and pieces that would find their 
way into the production Cooper. Sutcliffe’s rally in 619 AOG was a 
litany of problems when in the early stages, and a damper mounting 
failed. This, unfortunately, the Abingdon mechanics were unable to 
properly repair, despite several attempts. With an almost ineffective 
damper, the steering ball joint eventually failed but with a great deal 
of improvisation they affected a road side repair only to have the 
head gasket fail within striking distance of the finish. TMO 560's final 
event was no better, with Elford driving; the car hit a large immovable 
rock, which sheared the tie rod mounting on the subframe. Local 
welding affected only a temporary repair and the subframe soon 
broke again. With the repairs taking too long the car was outside 
of its time limit and they were forced to retire. 363 DOC had been 
entered in the Modified class for Don Morley, this gave the car some 
extra power but it was suspension strengthening and protection that 
was badly needed. A suspension problem, with a broken top damper 
mounting was repaired by Morley but their ultimate departure from 
the Acropolis was dramatic and frightening. Travelling very fast and 

Almost the end of the 850 era, 363 DOC on the 1962 Monte
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Following on from last months report 
I had a couple of people ask “What 
does a Derrington sump guard look 
like?” Unfortunately, the picture I 
had of 7244 PE to which I captioned 
‘Bosman/Menzies clearly showing 
their Derrington style sump guard and 
studded tyres…’ had not come out too 
well so it was actually not possible to 
see the detail of sump guard or tyres. 
The Derrington item is actually very 
similar in shape to the factory optional 
extra sump guard, with the difference 
being that the Derrington version has 
holes drilled in it whereas the BMC Simon Wheatcroft

trying to overtake quickly a much slower car, the car broke hard for 
an approaching corner and the Mini shot off the road and rolled no 
fewer than seven times down a near vertical slope, coming to rest 
some 75 feet below the road. Result - one scrapped Mini.

Just two more entries are recorded for Works 850s, both for 363 
DOC, the 1962 Monte Carlo Rally where Rupert Jones took the car 
and the final event the Tulip Rally in May 1962 where Dave Siegel-
Morris had the honour of driving the last Works 850 on its last 
event. It has also to be remembered Stuart Turner had taken over 
the Abingdon reins on 1st September 1961, (which coincidently was 
the official launch date of the Mini Cooper). Nevertheless, for the 
Monte, Abingdon were still using the car as a Mini Cooper test bed 
and, as such, the new car (after the Acropolis write off) was entered 
in the modified class, despite the handicap system favouring standard 
small engine cars. The car finished 3rd in class and this only left the 
Tulip rally as the 850s swan song. It was not to be a triumphant end 
to the 850’s history as the car retired very early in the event. 363 
DOC was entered into the Touring cars class, so did not have the 
benefit of a modified engine. The handicap system prevailing on the 
Tulip favoured standard production cars, which BMC was certain 
the winner would come from. The car however did not last long, 
when it left the road after the first special test around part of the 
Nürburgring. Extricating the car took ages and the great loss of time 
rendered any further participation futile, so the car was withdrawn. 

Thus, it was a rather sad end to the Works 850 Mini stories. They 
were underpowered and often an unsuitable car for competition, but 
one that when conditions and circumstances were favourable could 
be competitive. The 850 Works Minis were, above all else, the spring 
board from which the Mini Cooper and latterly the all conquering 
Mini Cooper S would evolve. And so these nine cars deserver their 
place in Mini history.

Robert Young

item has slots. The prices for these were very similar too, the BMC 
item was £3.15 and the Derrington item, which looks to be a slightly 
heavier gauge metal, was £3.37½ in modern decimal money.

It’s not often that I get to hear of an Mk1 S that was despatched to 
South America although cars are known to have gone to Argentina, 
Chile, Ecuador, Peru and Uruguay. Tim Isles, who used to own 
another Mk1 S registered OBP 31E, has recently acquired the only 
car I know of to be exported to Venezuela from new. 110609 as the 
car was registered in Venezuela, is a 1967 built car and was fitted with 
4½” wheels and reclining seats from new, as well as the more unusual 
factory fitted locking petrol cap. It was raced, probably in the 1970s 
judging by the style of roll cage installed, and has some interesting 
bodywork modifications which may be related to that as Venezuela is 
a pretty hot country. Restoration has commenced and the body work 
is pretty much done and fitting up is next.

After being very hard to find for many years, original style oil 
cooler hoses will very shortly be available from a company called 
Nippycars. Some of you will, I’m sure, already be aware of the very 
nice restoration work that they carry out. The prototype oil cooler 
hoses they have produced look very close to the originals and far 
more pleasing on the eye than anything else currently available; 
they will even have the correct Smiths Petro-Flex text on the 
yellow bands. If you want the correct, original look in your engine 
bay, the price is reportedly going to be £125 per pair which might 
seem expensive for a pair of hoses, but is actually very reasonable 
compared to the crazy money these have made when they have 
occasionally appeared on ebay. 

A Derrington sump guard; the same type as fitted to 7244 PE 
on the 1964 Monte

The BMC factory option sump guard; it was still available to 
order in the 1990s

Tim Isles’s car as found, I’m sure you’ve noticed the A panel 
and bonnet vents
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You may recall that way back in the August 2017 issue of 
CooperWorld I reported on the then recent acquisition of a very 
original Surf blue/OEW Morris 1275 S registered HOY 500D by 
Andrew Sparrow. The car was built in March 1965 without any of 
the factory optional extras and despatched to Stewart & Ardern. For 
some reason it wasn’t registered until 4th November 1966. It was 
sold at a car auction in Norwich in March 1973 for £168 and only 
on the road until the end of April the same year at which time it was 

parked up and stored; unfortunately in less than ideal conditions. 
Andrew had been aware of the car for several years but the owner 
took a lot of persuading to sell it. Andrew has previous form in the 
rescuing of apparently hopeless looking basket cases, so this car was 
not too daunting a project for him. I’ll let him take over now and tell 
the story so far.

“Following the successful application to reallocate HOY 500D its 
original registration number, and a big thanks to Paul Sulma and Ian 
MacPherson for this, I set about rescuing the original shell. Had HOY 
have already been re-shelled I would have sourced a better donor shell, 
but knowing how rare an S in its original shell is, this was not an option 
for me. To all those who say ‘but you have replaced 80% of the panels 
so how can it be the original shell?’ I say this… I have not stripped and 
thrown away the original shell, I have repaired original panels where 
possible and extensively re-panelled but it is still the original shell!

First step was to fabricate a suitable internal brace frame as the shell 
was so weak. That said, the original doors did fit pretty well where 
adjacent panel work still existed; to me, this meant that the shell was 
still quite straight. Apart from a flip front, I could not see any evidence 
of MOT bodges, this maybe because it was only on the road from 
November 1966 to April 1973.

Because I couldn’t use my rotisserie owing to the Weber cut out in 
the bulkhead, I ended up suspending the shell from the joists in my 
garage, held by the brace frame with stout timber through the car 
front and back. With the shell braced, supported and level I cut out 
the floor which took all of 10 minutes! Leaving all adjacent panel work 
in place to use as a guide, I fitted an M-Machine full floor assembly by 
raising it up on a wood frame with four scissor jacks.

Strangely, the vents are also present on the right hand side; this view 
shows the A panel one quite nicely. These are not being retained on 
the restored car

These original style replacement oil cooler hoses will shortly be 
available. From left to right 1 & 3 are originals and 2 & 4 are the 
new offering

Close up view of an original (lower) and replacement (above)

Andrew’s previous project turned this into….

….this. One day he might buy a car with a floor in it!
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Making sure it was in the correct place by taking measurements from 
my other cars and help from the Mk1 Performance & Conversions 
forum; I self-tapped it into place and made some drop down brackets 
to bolt to the sill seat belt mounts, which I in turn welded to the 
brace frame. With the floor in, I cut the remains of the boot floor out 
and offered in the late 1980s genuine panel that I had bought off ebay. 
With the fitment of a subframe, I knew it was correctly positioned on 
the heel board and screwed it into place.

Then followed the lower rear panel replacement, with boot lid 
fitted, to make sure I had the boot floor at the correct height. After 
that came the rear arch buckets, followed by the rear bulkhead, a 
replacement obtained from a kind Mk1 forum member, Gordon 
McCallum who, coincidentally, has a Mk1 S that was built one day 
before mine and may well have at some point been in the factory 
at the same time. Then I fitted new rear pockets and Heritage rear 
quarter panels that I cut about an inch or so back from the B posts to 
preserve the correct Mk1 profile.

At the front I ended up having to replace the bulkhead, a monumental 
task but one that went well. Lots of time and thought went into this 
task, as with a lot of other jobs. I bought some new old stock genuine 
inner wings complete with inner A panels already fitted from Spain, 
and this made fitting the doors so much easier. Then I had to replace 

A lot of bracing was required to keep the shell from flexing

Even with the new floor installed there was still plenty of 
daylight visible

No, the car didn’t have a beam axle, this was all that remained of 
the rear subframe

You don’t often get this view of the front cant rail corner. This 
shows the corner fixing for the swinging sunvisors

HOY suspended from Andrew’s garage roof
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the full windscreen/scuttle panel and trial fitted the front panel, wings 
and bonnet, which are currently awaiting final fitment.

Fitting a full floor is so much easier than fitting half floors. I would use 
the M-Machine one any day, even with the often talked about joins. The 
trickiest job was replacing the badly rusted guttering on the passenger 
side but again I had some donor panel work from Gordon which has 
done the trick. Roof replacement for me, is a step too far. So at present, 
with the shell now strong and straight, the brace frame has been cut out 
and the shell is in my rotisserie and is having the underside finished off.

The project has come along a lot quicker than I thought and my 
confidence in it has grown of recent weeks. Even when things were 
going well, I was not counting my chickens as Mr & Mrs Cock-up can 

The front panel temporarily installed. It still needs numerous 
modifications to get it looking like a Mk1 item. This shows how 
little space Andrew has to work in 

HOY with solid floors throughout for the first time in many years

easily just be around the corner. I trial fit everything to prevent issues 
further down the line.

Well ahead of predicted timescales, it is possible that the shell could 
be painted by the end of the summer 2019! A big thank you so far to 
all the people who have helped me with parts and general hints and 
tips on shell restoration.”

If you want to follow Andrew’s progress with HOY it can be found at 
www.mk1forum.net in the Our Cars and Projects section where, at 
the time of writing, you can find 37 pages to entertain you on these 
cold dark winter evenings.

One of the things I quite often get asked about is colour changes. As 
you are probably aware, Surf blue was replaced by Island blue but it 
was actually later than you might think for the Cooper and S type. 
The last Surf blue cars being built in late October 1965 then there was 
a bit of a gap until mid-November when Island blue became readily 
available. Surf blue had been a popular colour but seemed to have fallen 
out of favour with quite a few cars hanging around in dealerships for a 
considerable time. As mentioned above, Andrew Sparrow’s car wasn’t 
registered until November 1966 and another car didn’t hit the road 
until December 1967 when it was over two years old. 

This month’s competition car is RYJ 415, an early Morris 1275 S that 
was campaigned on several of the major European rally events during 
1964/65 by John Wadsworth. The picture in question was taken on 
the September 1964 Tour de France Automobile where the car was 
crewed by John and Johnstone Syer. They were the top Cooper 
S beating the only BMC Works entry to finish which was Pauline 
Mayman/Val Domleo in AJB 66B.

That’s all for this month.

Simon Wheatcroft

No prizes for guessing that RYJ 415 had developed a spectacular 
appetite for oil during the event

Cooper S Mk 2 Register

Well, I’m hoping some of you Mk 2 S 
owners have been working away in 
the garage since the Christmas break 
getting your car ready for this year’s 
Mini60 celebrations? Let me know 
what you’ve been up to and we can 
perhaps feature it in this column.

For me, this milestone year has 
provided the motivation to tackle one 
or two mainly cosmetic jobs to bring 
EWA up to scratch. Whilst my car will 
never win any concours competition, I 
do like it to look ‘right’, so with that in 
mind here’s a point by point summary 
of what I’ve been up to:Nick Hunter
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Resprayed a decade ago, the paintwork on my car has stood up 
well, particularly as I’m not much of a polisher but it had started to 
dull and slightly craze/orange peel in places. My efforts with various 
cutting compounds improved things a little, but I decided to get a 
professional to have a look. The consensus was that the car needed 
a machine polish and in places needed a wet flat where the paint 
had ‘shrunk’ slightly causing the light crazing. The ‘wet flat’, basically 
sanding the car with very fine wet and dry paper and water, sounded 
alarming, so I put my unmentionable Ford through the process first. 
The results were excellent, so I felt brave enough to give the Mini 
a go. The transformation was quite impressive as I hope the photos 
show and at a fraction of the cost of a respray.

Under the bonnet, I’m ashamed to say I’ve been running with a 
motley selection of plug leads and caps since the head gasket saga 
last year during which I broke one of the rare original plastic/Bakelite 
WCX600 caps. In truth, I’d been looking to change to the later 
WC200 rubber type caps and had already collected 4 NOS caps in 
readiness. The problem though was the leads. The WC200 caps 

and dark green leads were an early 1970s factory fit set up seen on 
most of the BMC/British Leyland range from Morris Minor through 
to MGB. I tried to source some NOS original ‘Ripault’ branded leads 
but drew a blank. I even toyed with the idea of using an old used set 
found at an autojumble but they were very brittle and it seemed daft 
to introduce potential unreliability. Then in one of those ‘light bulb’ 
moments, I came a cross a set of silicon side entry leads in a green 
that was not too far away from the original. Carefully slicing off the 
rubber caps from the leads with a Stanley knife revealed the nicely 
crimped connectors which slid snuggly into the WC200 connectors 

EWA following wet flat and machine polish

Often missed, even the inside of the bootlid saw attention

Replacement leads look good even if they are modern silicone

Magnesium Minilites? and Goodyear Rally Specials
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following a little heat persuasion from my trusty garage hairdryer (I 
only have automotive uses for my hairdryer these days). The finishing 
touch was a set of the yellow plug lead markers, which were heat 
shrunk onto the leads again using the hair dryer. The results as you 
can see, even though I say so myself, are pretty good. With a nice 
coating of oil and road grime they should dull down nicely plus there’s 
the added benefit of running higher performance silicone leads. 
Another cheap fix then.
 
EWA was supplied by the Kennings group and I’ve always hankered 
after a dealer sticker for the rear window. I’ve never been able to 
source one but mate Dave Johnson (owner of EWA’s showroom 
partner EWE) is an avid collector of Kennings branded automobilia 
and this gave me an idea. Dave has a couple of Kennings door sill kick 
plates in his collection and the font and design looked just right to 
perhaps produce a dealer sticker from. After a couple of false starts I 
found a company who specialise in this kind of thing mainly for Fords 
(sorry the F word again) and after nearly driving them mad with 
minor alterations came up with what you see in the photo. I’m really 
pleased with it and Dave was also suitably impressed enough to put 
one in the back window of EWE.

I’ve perhaps got an unhealthy interest in wheel and tyre combinations 
but for me nothing makes or breaks the look of a Mini than its 
wheel and tyre set up. EWA, for originality sake, normally runs on 
the factory option Dunlop 4.5J LP883 ‘S’ rims shod with Dunlop 
145/10 Aquajets but I fancied something a little more racy for the 
Mini60 celebrations. I do like Minilites, particularly the look of the 
magnesium type, but I know the chances of finding and funding a set 
of 4.5J ‘S’ offset examples is slim but I had an idea. I purchased a set 
(thanks Colin Flynn) of old Minispares Minilife 4.5J S offset wheels. I 
don’t think Colin will mind me saying these wheels were well used, 
following years of service on his HSCC race car, and needed some 
serious cosmetic attention. Using a local powder coating firm, I had 
them acid dipped then shot blasted to roughen the surface slightly 
followed by a sealer coat and then some matt lacquer.
This gives the wheels a dull raw metal look that has a very slight green 
tinge looking much like magnesium I think. Then from my tyre ‘stash’ 

I fitted my last set of Goodyear Rally Special 165/70/10 tyres, stuff of 
legend and perhaps the best looking of any Mini tyre? Finishing touch 
was a set of the old style chrome valve dust caps. Before the safety 
police arrive, I must add that these will only be used on the show field 
due to the age of the tyres. I’m really pleased with how they look, 
hope you like them.

The final but necessary work needed was to repair one of the rear 
quarterlight frames. The frame on the Mk 2, as you know, is stainless 
steel and joined at the top and bottom. The joint comprises of a steel 
fillet which is drilled to accept a brass rivet at one end and a short 
counter sunk cross head screw at the other. This then forms a joint 
at the top and bottom holding the two halves of the frame and glass 
together. Over time the bottom joint suffers corrosion from water 
trapped between the frame and body seal and eventually the steel 
fillet rusts through allowing the frame to ‘spring’ open a little. This had 
happened to EWA on the passenger side and resulted in the bottom 
of the frame starting to snag and scratch the paint on the window 
recess. A repair or replacement was clearly needed. 

I considered just fitting a replacement frame and glass but really 
wanted to keep the cars matching glass so the only option was 

Rear of the car now looks complete with Kenning dealer sticker

Stainless steel quarterlight joint fabricated by Callum

Finished repaired quarterlight

Quarter light stainless hinges and clasp section fabricated by Callum 
with originals for comparison, fortunately not needed for EWA
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Cooper Mk 2 Register

Firstly, many thanks to everyone that has contacted me recently. I 
was very pleased to receive new car registrations from Peter Possin-
Muller and Philippe Balaine from Denmark and France respectively. 
It’s always good to hear of cars from Europe. Closer to home, I am 
pleased also to welcome Malcolm Voss to the Mk 2 fold.

As you can guess, there has been a lot of correspondence regarding 
the potential write off of the Mk 2 Cooper I mentioned in my January 
report. With the potential of a category ‘B’ write off looming, the 
worried owner commissioned an independent inspection of the 
vehicle by an Automotive Engineer and Valuer. In his report, the 
engineer concluded that the vehicle was repairable and that under the 
Association of British Insurers’(ABI) own rules ‘classic cars or vehicles 
of special interest should not be classified under Cat.B’. He quotes 
the latest ABI rules of March 2017 para. 8 section 1. If that is the case, 
the said insurance company would appear to be acting contrary to its 
own association guidelines. The owner continues to contest the write 
off category with the insurance company but unfortunately, it looks 
like this matter has a long way to run still. 

Prior to Philippe registering his car, we exchanged a lot of emails 
about the Mk 2 Morris Cooper he had recently purchased from 
Portugal. I was pleased to discover that the chassis number 
was for an export car with an ‘L’ in it indicating a left hand 
drive vehicle. Philippe thought the car was produced from a 
Completely Knocked Down Kit (CKD) and it has been confirmed 

Graham Robinson

repair. Luckily, I stumbled across a local Mini enthusiast, Callum 
Davison, who had recently been through this process during the 
comprehensive and expert restoration of his Mk 2 Mini Cooper. 
Callum is a bit of a fabrication genius and can reproduce the rivet, 
fillet and screw in stainless steel (also the hinges and clasp bracket 
which I didn’t need) and luckily for me he agreed to replace the parts 
in my window. I complicated matters by asking Callum to retain 
the original window to frame rubber which made it very difficult to 
secure the rivet. The result is superb, the window shuts cleanly with 
no snagging and I’m safe in the knowledge it’s future proof in stainless 
steel. Thanks to Callum for this and yes I think he’s still talking to me!

So, just a few small relatively inexpensive repairs which I think have 
really improved the car. If you’ve been busy, drop me a line and let us 
know what you’ve been up to.

Until next time....

Nick Hunter 

by the Heritage Certificate, but where? I have to admit I do not 
know much about overseas production of Coopers so I would 
appreciate any information anyone has on the subject. Philippe 
sent me a link to the MiniMania website which has a lot of info 
on overseas production. If the car was produced from a CKD 
kit the closest production facility to Portugal could have been in 
Spain at Automoviles de Turismo Hispano Ingleses SA (AUTHI). In 
John Parnell’s book, the section on AUTHI says production was 
in Pamplona but MiniMania says Madrid. Either way, production 
started in October 1968 and the Portuguese registration 
document shows the car was registered on the 23rd October 
1968. Could it have been produced in Spain? At the moment 
the car is Tartan Red with a White roof but the interior is in 
Snowberry White. The shell is in very good condition structurally 
and only requires minor attention. When completed, Philippe is 
considering returning the car to its original colour of Snowberry 
White but he is not sure about the roof colour. He seems to think 
the car was originally monotone Snowberry White which may 
have been a market specific difference. If it was, it is new to me. I 
am only aware of Cooper roof colours being Black or White. Does 
anyone know? Like the shell, the mechanicals on the car are also 
in good condition with only minor attention needed. The biggest 
job so far has been the replacement of a hydrolastic displacer 

Philippe's Portuguese Mk 2 

Export heater unit?

Export Speedo
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unit obtained from the UK. The interior is standard Cooper with 
black seats. However, the heater is one I have not seen before. It 
looks as if the blower fan is fitted to the front of the unit. I have 
checked my parts manuals and the only similar looking unit I have 
found is one fitted to a standard Mini. Many thanks to Philippe for 
giving us an insight to a CKD produced Cooper. He has promised 
to send me some photos of the car when the restoration has been 
completed.

You may recall my excitement when Kevin Robinson gave me ‘the 
ride of the year’ when he drove me to get my puncture mended 
at Castle Combe back in August. During the journey he mentioned 
the engine revved more than he would have expected for the 
speed, most notable when cruising on dual carriageways and 
motorways. On a couple of long motorway journeys in the car, he 
matched his speed to the trucks and checked the speed reading 
on his Sat Nav. Well, the speedo reading was definitely wrong so 
there could be a number of reasons for this either relating to the 
speedo, speedo drive or diff. Kevin was convinced it was the diff 
but without a rev counter he had no quick answer. So, he booked 
some rolling road time (actually about 10mins!) and the results 
were as shown below:

Revs Rollers
2500 32mph
3000 40mph
3500 45mph
4000 53mph

From the results, it seems clear a pretty punchy diff has been fitted 
to his car. Kevin thinks a 4:1 or 4:3 may be so great for town, 
roundabouts and hills but hard work on the ears. Unfortunately, 
during the restoration, he and Samantha did not check the final 
drive when the engine and box were split. Thus, they plan to get the 
gearbox out over the winter and make a swap. But what do you go 
for a standard 3.7 or 3.4 or a cruising 3.1? I asked Kevin to check the 
number on the speedo and it is a standard one for a Cooper. So, if it 
was me, I would opt for the standard final drive to match the speedo. 
We will have to wait until the spring to find out what they decided to 
do ultimately.

Well, that is it for now. Don’t forget, I am always interested to hear 
about your Mk 2 experiences.

Until next time, 

Happy Coopering.

Graham Robinson 

Kevin's rolling road test

Cooper S Mk 3 Register

New member Luc Van Vossel has 
been in touch about a Mk 3 S that 
he has turned up in Belgium, and 
only the third Mk 3 S that I know 
of to be resident in that country. 
Finished in Bedouin, one of BL’s less 
popular colours of the time, the car 
is very original, even down to the 
body number on the front panel. 
Registered as a Morris, this example 
was built in early December 1970 
and was originally supplied by Garage 
Sportwereld of Sint-Martens-Latem, 
which is located on the outskirts of 

Ghent. Parked up for thirty plus years, 
its rare Autumn Leaf coloured interior 

Simon Wheatcroft

Mk 3 S as found in Belgium

As you can see there is much rust to be taken care of

Some interior parts show signs of a hard life
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is reportedly complete, and for the most part, just in need of a good 
clean as I think that would be a hard trim colour to find parts for. 
That’s all the good news though, for it is reportedly very, very rusty 
and the body will require a great deal of restoration.

I mentioned hydrolastic pipes last month and a member asked where 
he could get the ‘sleeve – protection – hydro pipe to floor’ as BMC 
termed them. These were 3” long spiral cut pieces of a green plastic 
material similar to screen washer hose but much larger bore of 
course; at various times BMC used black ones and they seem to have 
changed colour between green and black with no rhyme or reason. 
If you have an original hydro car with its original pipes, chances are 
the sleeves will still be present, and despite many years under a car, 
they generally clean up surprisingly well – especially in a dish washer 
where they can be unobtrusively inserted and left for a washing cycle 
or several. I accept no liability if your significant other half spots them 
and wants try inserting them elsewhere! 

Under boot floor sleeve location

Rear floor sleeve location

An original green ‘sleeve – protection – hydro pipe to floor’ – they 
are three inches long

There should be five sleeves on each pipe and they were used 
there to stop the hydrolastic pipes drumming on the floor. On 
some restored cars people have frequently fitted them to the pipe 
where they pass through the retaining bracket on the floor, but this 
is not correct and here are some pictures showing their correct 
locations outlined in red - there should be enough detail around the 
red boxes to show where they are located in relation to the floor. 
The sleeves were sold under BMC part number 21A 1582 and, 
as far as I know, the only company supplying them at the moment 
is Somerford Mini. I’ve not seen one of theirs but they are a very 
reasonable 36p each inc. VAT.

The green box on the final picture shows the correct original 
fitment of the exhaust pipe clip which is found where the exhaust 
system and original BMC exhaust manifold join. As you may just be 
able to make out, the clip is actually fastened to the boss on the 
side of the remote gear change. I’m sure many people have cursed 
the presence of said boss and wondered what it was there for, 
especially when trying to fit an LCB exhaust manifold. The boss is 
actually threaded and the exhaust and manifold clip is attached to 
it by means of a ZCS 0508 1” long x 5/16” UNC zinc plated bolt. 
However, it is a real fiddle to get the bolt in and tightened up so 
hardly anyone bothers.

That’s all for this month

Simon Wheatcroft

Front floor location

Front bulkhead location. The right hand sleeve is obscured by the 
exhaust manifold. The green box shows the correct fitting of the 
original exhaust clamp to the remote gear change – something 
almost no one bothers with because it is such a pain to get at
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Rover Cooper Register

Well, my January 2019 piece detailing 
the different Rover Mini and Mini 
Cooper analogue clocks did not go 
unnoticed. In response to my request 
for someone to come forward who 
can repair these clocks, I was very 
pleasantly surprised to receive an email 
from Andy Mynott, he of Cooper Sport 
500 Register fame.

Andy has successfully repaired around 
forty magnolia-faced VDO electric 
clocks (Part No. YFB 100470). These 
are the ones fitted to the run-out Mini 
models from March 2000 onwards and 
are characterised by the two slotted 

chrome screws on the clock face; one below the ‘12’ and the other 
above the ‘6’. These are no longer available new, leaving only the 
earlier, and different, Caerbont clock, which is still being made by the 
original manufacturer. From Andy’s comments, it sounds like there 
is a common fault with the VDO clocks that is usually rectified with 
some soldering work inside. He also admits that the most difficult and 
time consuming part of the whole repair is the careful removal and 
refitting of the chrome bezel!

As to cost, Andy normally charges £30 plus return postage to cover 
for his time, and it is always worth first confirming the nature of 
the problem with your clock in case it is outside the norm. Andy 
can either be contacted via the Cooper Sport 500 Register website 
(www.coopersport500register.co.uk) or you can email him directly 
at: andy@coopersport55register.co.uk.

John Cooper Conversions

Aside from the limited edition Rover Mini Coopers, which are always 
sought after, it is the kudos of owning a John Cooper conversion 
that tops most enthusiasts’ list; better still if it should also be one of 
Rover’s production specials such as the Monte Carlo (1994), Cooper 
35 (1996), Mini Cooper Sports LE (1998), John Cooper LE (1999) or 
Cooper Sport 500 (2000). 

John Cooper Garages (JCG), of course, did their own limited editions; 
the 1994 Grand Prix (35), the 1996 Cooper 35 (5), the 1999 John 
Cooper LE S Works (25) and the year 2000 Final 50 (50). All of these 
are well documented. Where things become blurred is in determining 
how many other conversions were completed. For example, the 
numbering system adopted for each new conversion product was 
often re-set at 0001; there were several different numbering styles; 
the issuing of individual conversion numbers appears to be random at 
times rather than strictly sequential, and even the conversion plates 
themselves went through various design changes. That said, all of this 
has to be viewed in the context of a very busy work environment 
where new conversions were continuously under development and the 

John Parnell

conversion work itself - exclusively on Rover Minis - had to be done 
while fulfilling all of the obligations of running a Honda dealership.

The carburettor 1275cc Rover Mini Cooper conversions were 
officially launched in March 1991 and yet I have cars on the 
register already numbering well into double digits before the 
launch date; for example, car no.40 was completed and invoiced 
on 25th January, and car No. 68 on 21st March 1991. Could JCG 
have already carried out 68 conversions by this date? In reality, 
a batch of pre-numbered, reverse-stamped, conversion plates 
were already in stock, and having got past the most prized first 
ten or so, the others were either just picked out of whichever box 
was closest to hand or perhaps according to the preference of 
the customer. The brochure issued at the time: The Cooper S is 
back, shows a centre spread picture with conversion plate ‘0430-
S’ in the bottom right-hand corner. It is quite likely that this was 
intentional, and there is nothing wrong with showing people that 
you mean business. As events would prove, 430 was actually not 
such an outrageous estimate.

Just one year later, on 24th March 1992, Rover announced the launch 
of the John Cooper conversion for the single point injection (SPi) cars. 
It was called the ‘Cooper Si’. By this time the conversion numbering 
of carburettor Rover Coopers cars was, in one case at any rate, above 
300. Considering that these cars would, in all likelihood, have belonged 
to enthusiasts, I would have expected to see far more recorded on 
the register than actually appear, and certainly more of a spread of 
ascending numbers than the apparent random extremes. Much as we 
can endlessly speculate about the identity of these 300 plus carburettor 
cars, I suspect that the truth may be somewhat more prosaic…

On its launch in September 1990, the ‘on the road’ price for a 
Mainstream Rover Mini Cooper was £6,595, rising to £7,125 by July 
1991. Add the basic conversion cost of £1,470 for a Mainstream 
model and that represents an uplift of more than 20% on the 
original purchase price of the car. Whichever way you look at it, such 
discretionary expenditure was a brave ask during an economic period 
when the Bank of England base rate was 13.875% at the end of 1990 
(having been 14.875% a year earlier) and was still 10.735% at the 

Clocked on – Andy Mynott has offered a repair lifeline for VDO clocks 

A typical conversion plate for a 1275cc carburettor Rover Cooper 
1990 - 1991

Pre May 1995 conversion plates for SPi cars are denoted by the ‘Si’ 
suffix to the conversion number
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Coachbuilt Cooper and Cooper S Register

Welcome to this month's report 
which begins by taking a walk down 
memory lane in the early days when 
Harold Radford (Coachbuilders) Ltd, 
began converting Minis and Coopers. 
Over the years I've collected lots of 
photos and cuttings from newspapers 
and magazines relating to any special 
Mini, and it's not surprising the prices, 
in ‘old’ money of pounds and shillings, 
look so incredibly cheap. 

Although the 1962 Cooper owned by 
Peter Sellers was converted by The 
Hooper Motor Co. in late 1962, it is 
regarded as the first fully coachbuilt 
Mini since Radford had started 

marketing ‘adaptations’ with more basic changes. Their retail price 
list at the time for their De Luxe Model explains what was on 
offer. As seen in the photos, the front seat squabs were extended 
as were the cushions with added shaping. 

The winding window system was only an adaption to the 
driver's door window which involved a rather Heath Robinson 
construction which allowed only a narrow sliding glass panel to 
be fitted with the factory door latch design. This layout was soon 
superseded when a mechanism was installed which included a 
spring-loaded U- shaped lever which went up and under each side 
of the vertical sliding glass. A line drawing from Motor in April 
1963, a then weekly magazine, showed how the system worked; 
it also shows the Piper electric window motor, a first edition 
binnacle dashboard and standard seats.

Steve Burkinshaw

end of 1991. House prices were dropping like a stone, negative equity 
was rife, and anyone paying a mortgage during this period will tell you 
just how tight money was.

With the introduction of the ‘Si’ John Cooper conversion, the car 
numbering system reverted back to a start point of ‘0001’ for the first 
car, this time with ‘Si’ as the suffix (e.g. ‘0001-Si’) to denote single 
point injection. The plates themselves, again, were reverse-stamped. 
This system continued until May 1995 when the re-vamped 80PS 
John Cooper conversion was launched. Older members may recall 
the event receiving wide publicity in the June 1995 issue of MiniWorld 
with images of M111OWW and M111OUW against the backdrop of 
Goodwood House.

In April 1995 the UK national telephone area dialling codes were 
changed, introducing a ‘01’ prefix to replace the previous ‘0’. 
The Worthing dialling code, that also covered Ferring, where 
John Cooper Garages was located, was revised from ‘0903’ to 

MiniWorld June 1995 issue introduced the 
new 80PS John Cooper Conversion

‘01903’. The change of national dialling codes may only sound 
minor, but it was a costly one for all businesses up and down the 
land, necessitating new stationery, letter heading and signage of 
every kind…and for JCG, a revision of their conversion plates as 
well. The new plates, displaying the ‘01903’ dialling code, were 
simplified with just the letter ‘S’ reverse-stamped in the number 
field, leaving the number itself to be hand stamped at the point 
of issue. Compared with the earlier ‘Si’ plates, these plates look 
a little crude, but with barely 18 months of single-point injection 
(SPi) production to go before the introduction of the new multi-
point injection (MPi) cars in October 1996, it made no sense to 
order in large batches of pre-numbered conversion plates.

In terms of ‘Si’ converted cars recorded on the register, I don’t 
have vast numbers and even fewer with the actual conversion 
plate details disclosed. Those that I do have from the May1995 to 
October 1996 era are all numerically below 100, which suggests 
that because each plate was being hand stamped as issued, there 
was perhaps a tighter numbering discipline to avoid the risk of 
duplication. One or two of the pre-1995 conversions recorded are 
above 300, but I just don’t have enough examples, especially across 
the important middle ground, to give a meaningful comment on 
how many were produced between March 1992 and April 1995. 
Incidentally, these numbers exclude the 35 Grand Prix LEs, for 
which I keep a separate record. What would certainly have boosted 
the throughput of conversion business was the improvement in the 
UK economy; bank base rate had fallen to below 7% by the end of 
1992 and generally stayed around 6% through to the end of 1996. 
House prices were also starting to recover their earlier losses, and 
Britain was entering a ‘dotcom’ boom. 

I will continue with this topic next month.

Until then…

Fingers crossed for some mild February weather.

John Parnell

Post April 1995 conversion plates had a simple ‘S’ prefix with the 
number hand stamped (Note the ‘01903’ dialling code)
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Elsewhere in the magazine's classified adverts suppliers promoted 
their products in a style of the time. Paddy Gaston's advert for 
a new Mini de Ville fascia is slightly misleading, in that all the 
binnacle dashboards he supplied to Radford were covered in 
Formica and not hardwood veneer as stated. Of course there 
may have been one-off special orders. Wouldn't it be nice to pick 
up the phone and still be able to buy these advertised extras, but 
at what cost today? For example, in the Radford price list dated 

Suppliers classified adverts in Motor

Mini Super Register

Last month I provided a general 
summary of the Mini Super. This 
month my I cover the exterior and 
interior in detail. 

Trim and changes during production:
The badges on both Austin and Morris 
cars are the same items as those used 
on standard and De-luxe models.

The Austin grille is the standard item 
but modified by having twelve narrow 
vertical bars attached, each wired or 
riveted in place to sit in the concave 
of the Austin 'wave'. The Morris 
grille is the standard item but with 

seven vertical bars clipped in place over the original pressing and a 
horizontal bar clipped along the base, giving the front of the Morris 
a much ‘chunkier’ appearance.

Early production cars finished in both Old English white and 
Almond green had their roofs finished in Dove grey. According 
to factory records, the last Dove-grey roof, on an Almond green 
Austin, was built on 29th October 1961, although by then most 
had white roofs. 

Early Cowley built cars have a slightly different grain vinyl (though 
hardly noticeable) in the Dove-grey seat panels, rear storage bins, 
rear wheel-arch covers and rear parcel-shelf, However, this was 
phased out around December 1961.

According to archive photographs, prototype cars had a front 
and rear seat-face design with only three lateral pleats whereas 
production cars, it seems, had five pleats on the front seats (a design 
which continued throughout production). Rubber straps were used 
for the support of the seat base until the more common ‘diaphragm’ 
variety was introduced in April 1962.

However, the rear seat finishing is a little confusing. It would seem 
that the early seat upright has six narrow horizontal pleats and one 
large, either side of the centre. Later cars have five narrow pleats. 
However, an original very early October Longbridge car recently 
examined has the five-pleat design. Then another recently examined 
very original Longbridge car, built April 1962 has six pleats. I intend to 
carry out further research on this and on the rear seat-squab, which 
varies slightly too.

The rear seat-squab has one large and five lateral pleats either side of 
the centre. The seat-squab on early cars has a metal ‘V’- shaped bar 
across its width at the front; this rests on to the seat-panel lip which 
allows it to over-hang a little. Later cars, from around April 1962, 
have the seat-squab tucked in behind the lip, consequently reducing 
the size of the rear pleat, to the point of being almost invisible as 
it tucks under the upright – a design which continued throughout 
production. The seat panel lip on the later cars was finished with a 
plastic strip for protection.

Silver brocade upholstery was offered as an option to the standard 
gold brocade on Surf blue and Fiesta yellow cars only. The carpets 
are of standard ‘Karvel’ material which has a small, rubber ‘Nuffield’ 

Garry Dickens

Cut-away drawing from Motor magazine April 1963

from November 1967, they offer a 5 push-button Radiomobile 
radio (AM and Long wave only available at the time) with twin 
speakers back and front and a balance control. A roof aerial was 
fitted for £50 which equates to around £900 today! It's difficult to 
imagine how expensive car radios were back then and, as some 
will recall, how easy it was for car thieves to break into Minis and 
steal the radio. 

Steve Burkinshaw
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design heel-mat on the driver’s side. The top and bottom dash-
rails are covered with a vinyl-look-alike plastic moulding. The 
windscreen pillars have black vinyl covering a metal plate, which is 
then affixed to the screen-pillar.

From January 1962 the plastic dash-mouldings were phased out 
being replaced by vinyl. Both Longbridge and Cowley continued for 
a few months to use either a mix of both plastic and vinyl, all vinyl, 
or the all plastic mouldings, although a couple of very late cars have 
been noted with the plastic mouldings. A few early, vinyl-covered 
lower dash-rails are cut and stitched to fit around the corners of the 
lower part of the switch-panel.

The dash-liners, as well as the front parcel-shelf on early cars, 
are backed with a very thin membrane of foam then glued to thin 
cardboard. These are held in place on the outer edge by two 
screws each side on early Longbridge cars and only one on Cowley 
built cars. It would seem likely the screw fixing arrangement was 
deleted around April 1962. 

Like the Cooper, the Super has the central roof-mounted interior 
lamp, dispensing with the rear storage-bin lights. Also, it has a key-
start rather than the floor-start as used in other Minis; the key-start 
face has a small raised dot. Some early Supers have rear storage-bin 
liners still with a hole for the lamp as fitted to the De-luxe but hidden 
by the vinyl covering.

A very small number of the final-batch Morris-built cars, although still 
with two-tone upholstery, seem to have been trimmed with plain 
Dove grey substituting the usual brocade material.

The body is very heavily insulated with thick underlay beneath the 
carpets, under the parcel shelf in the boot, and a thinner underlay 
behind the millboard boot-lid panel. Then there is more underlay 
behind the interior panels in the cabin, including the dash-liners, 
and under the roof-lining. Early cars have a triangular piece of 
sound-proofing in each section of the bonnet-lid, with a circle cut-
away to accommodate the radiator-cap and in the same section 
a piece cut away to accommodate part of the radiator; later 
ones have a one-piece moulded panel. There is also thick sound 
proofing across the bulk head in the engine compartment.

The underside of the wheel arches is very heavily under-sealed and 
then body-coloured, presumably to help reduce road noise if not rust. 
Many restorers have, for the sake of appearance, been disinclined to 
retain this feature.

The front ashtray is the standard early Cooper item with the squared-
off tab, rather than rounded. The interesting thing about these is that 
they are exactly the same ashtray found either side of the parcel-shelf 
in the Austin 16 BS1 of the mid to late 1940s. I know of no other car 
these are fitted to.

Early cars have front door and rear storage-bin stainless finishers 
that are each secured by a small screw at each end. These screw 
fixings were replaced by retaining clips around April 1962.

The early cars use a plastic rivet to secure the door kick-plate (which 
was the Austin, stainless item), changing to standard rivets around 
January/February 1962.

Initially, the interior door-locks are painted body colour on Cowley 
built cars and black on Longbridge ones; they are all painted black 
from early '62.

The switch panel changed from Old English white to Cumulus grey 
from early '62.Very early cars have a temperature gauge marked 
in degrees. At some time in between mid September and late 
October 1961 this changed to the more familiar 'C.N.H' marking.

The boot compartment is fitted with, just like the Cooper, a 
carpet-covered board to cover the spare wheel and battery. To the 
underside of the board there is a metal fin which served to protect 
the battery. This did away with the need for the battery cover usually 
found on standard cars. This feature is unique to the Super as it does 
not seem to be shared with the Cooper. 

Some very early Morris cars did not have bumper over-rider corner-
bars; they were retro fitted by supplying dealers.

Stainless steel wheel arch trim is fitted to each side, in three 
sections and secured in position by rivets. The front section 
continued under the bumper for several inches; part nos: 
14A 9719/20. However, shorter versions were introduced 
September/October: 24A 1065/66. Very few Supers have the 
later ones fitted. These shorter trims continued to be fitted to 
the early SDLs.

The Super is largely mechanically identical to the standard 848cc 
Mini with the exception of the temperature thermostat housing, 
which accommodates a thermal transmitter, the addition of an 
under-bonnet starter solenoid (key-start) and the wiring loom. 

Finally, if you own, have owned, know of any Super or have any 
stories or anecdotes relating to one, please get in touch, even if it no 
longer exists.

Garry Dickens

Mini Super interior. Note Chrome-plated gear lever Cooper-
style interior

Mini Super boot board with unique fin 
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Sodbury. The engine and running gear have not been touched. The 
interior is also largely untouched, other than a custom supplementary 
switch and instrument panel, with the vinyl and carpets in the car 
being the same as it left the factory.

One of the unique GT features are the chrome eye ball vents which 
are usually worn and scratched by the grit that accumulates in the felt 
seals. By some miracle Anthony’s vents have not succumbed to this 
fate and look as good today as they did in 1970.

Undisturbed engine bay

Correct static seatbelts and stitched vinyl interior

Perfect chrome eyeball vents

1275GT Register

As a contrast to last month’s article 
covering a highly modified GT, my focus 
this month is on the other extreme of a 
largely untouched example.

Castle Combe Mini Action Day 
back in September 2018 was a good 
hunting ground for GTs and one 
discovery turned out to be a star 
attraction of the event. Currently 
owned by Anthony Dolman, FMK 325J 
has a level of originality and patina that 
is rare and is in a condition that should 
allow long term preservation rather 
than restoration.

Uncovered as the classic ‘garage find’ after a 17 year hibernation, 
Anthony was able to confirm he was the second owner of the Bronze 
Yellow GT, with documents and history passed on from the first 
owner, a Mr Gawn 

Supplied by Mann Egerton of Wimbledon in October 1970 for the 
sum of £630, Mr Gawn paid an extra £10 to have the roof painted 
black and also had an oil cooler fitted by the dealer. Most of the 
current 67,000 miles clocked were done in the first 3 years of Mr 
Gawn’s ownership before the switch to a company car in 1973.

Still in its original paint finish, the shell has remained unwelded apart 
from a set of A panels fitted in 1985 by TT Motors in Chipping 

Alan Clark

After 17 years a wash and polish produced this shine

Great panel gaps on an untouched shell
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Sadly, the very rare GT steering wheel badge was damaged and beyond 
salvage, so Anthony will be seeking a replacement and will need to be 
prepared for the very high prices these badges can command.

The old adage ‘it’s only original once’ is certainly applicable in the case 
of Anthony’s GT. However, it would be wrong to consider changing 
the period modifications like the black roof that have been part of the 
car’s history from the beginning.

Having survived 48 years and being presented in such a remarkable 
condition, the principle of preservation over restoration has to be the 
appropriate approach for Anthony, along with driving and enjoying his 
GT for years to come!

Alan Clark

Temporary steering wheel centre awaiting a replacement badge

 Modern MINI Cooper Register

A year has passed since my new 
JCW arrived. I am still in love with 
it. I recently decided to buy the 
JCW rubber mats and they look 
nice, blending in well with the Piano 
Black and Red interior. The standard 
velour carpets looked great but did 
not live up to daily wear. About the 
only performance ‘mod’ I have done 
is to fit an ITG panel filter. It appears 
to make the car a little bit sharper in 
response. The new rear lights look 
good but I rarely see them.

The big news of the month has to be 
the return of the JCW to the MINI 
Configurator. New exhaust, with a 

built-in particular filter, and hence no track exhaust. Performance 
figures are exactly the same as the pre and post LCI models. Below is 
the official Press release from the Gods at OX4.

MINI John Cooper Works hatch and Mini John Cooper 
Works convertible. 

Available from March 2019 with increased standard specification for 
UK customers, the MINI brand’s most powerful Hatch and Convertible 
models return with a more distinctive presence than ever. 

MINI John Cooper Works models have a proud tradition of 
combining the best of MINI with the soul of a race car. From 
March 2019 this irresistible combination of performance, handling 
prowess and aerodynamic design will benefit an enhanced 

David Young

standard equipment offering in the UK market, whilst meeting 
strict Euro 6d-TEMP emission standards. 

The MINI John Cooper Works Hatch (consumption: 40.9 to 40.9 
mpg with a 6-speed manual transmission, from 45.6 to 46.3 mpg 
with 8-speed Steptronic transmission; CO2 emissions combined: 
158 - 157 g / km with a 6-speed manual transmission, 142 - 140 
g / km with 8-speed Steptronic transmission) and the MINI John 
Cooper Works Convertible (consumption: 39.8 to 40.4 mpg 
with 6- manual transmission, from 43.5 to 44.1 mpg with 8-speed 
Steptronic transmission; CO2 emissions combined: 162-161 g / km 
with a 6-speed manual transmission, 148-145 g / km with 8-speed 
Steptronic transmission) are both equipped with the brand’s 
potent 2.0-litre 231 hp four-cylinder engine with MINI TwinPower 
Turbo technology. 

Fitted with the standard 6-speed manual gearbox, the MINI John 
Cooper Works Hatch accelerates from zero to 62 mph in just 6.3 
seconds. The MINI John Cooper Works Convertible accelerates 
from a standstill in 6.6 seconds. An 8-speed Steptronic sports 
transmission is an option on both John Cooper Works models. 

MINI John Cooper Works Hatch and MINI John Cooper Works 
Convertible offer distinct styling thanks to a number of upgrades over 
and above other models in the range. Standard specification includes 
Sports suspension with 17-inch John Cooper Works alloy wheels, 
sports braking system and John Cooper Works Aerodynamic Kit. 

MINI has further enhanced it’s offering from March 2019 for UK 
customers, with John Cooper Works Hatch and Convertible also 
benefiting from Piano Black exterior and interior trim, Dinamica 
Leather John Cooper Works Bucket Seats and 17” Track Spoke Alloy 
Wheels in Black as part of the standard specification. 

As with every MINI Hatch and Convertible model on sale in the UK, 
John Cooper Works models also enjoy standard-fit front and rear 
LED lights, automatic headlights with rain sensors, MINI Excitement 
Pack including ambient interior lighting, exterior MINI Logo 
projection and much more. 

Both models will be equipped with petrol particulate filters from 
March 2019 production. With this, all of MINI’s petrol models 
now feature particulate filters as part of their exhaust technology, 
therefore reducing particulate matter emissions across the MINI 
range. The petrol particulate filter is integrated into the standard 
sports exhaust system, ensuring both models enjoy a characteristic 
sound inside and outside the vehicle whilst meeting the strict Euro 
6d-TEMP emission standard. The introduction of the latest pollutant 
reduction technology does not adversely affect the fuel economy or 
CO2 emissions of these models. 

The MINI John Cooper Works Hatch and MINI John Cooper Works 
Convertible are available to order at MINI retailers nationwide from 
18th January 2019.

M
IN

I U
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Form an orderly line to put your name down for the new 19 
registrations. As usual, MINI will have lots of finance options for you 
to choose from! Colours and various packs have now all changed 
as mentioned in December. Full details are as ever available on the 
MINI website: https://www.mini.co.uk/en_GB/home.html

Until next month…………Clocks go forward, the MINI 
CHALLENGE starts. And of course so will the celebrations for the 
60th anniversary of the Mini’s lanch on the world.

David Young
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Region Time of Meeting Location Contact

Bristol, Glos and  
Somerset

Meeting 7.30pm on 
Thursday13th September

Beefeater, Emersons Green, Bristol David Dangerfield 07974 089595  
or bgsregion@minicooper.org

Cheshire TBD TBD TBD

Devon & Cornwall TBD TBD Steve Bonny 01271 860328
s.bonny183@btinternet.com

  Derbyshire,  
  Lincolnshire &  
  Nottinghamshire

last Monday of each month 
at 8:00pm

Arkwright Arms, Chesterfield Road, Duckmanton, 
Chesterfield, S44 5JG

Phil Colledge 07591443396 & 01245207665.  
phil.colledge@btinternet.com

Dorset 2nd Wednesday of every 
month 8.00pm 

Tyrrells Ford Country Inn, Ringwood Road, Avon, 
Christchurch. BH23 7BQ

Nick Stansmore 07788 646800
nickstansmore@live.co.uk

Essex 1st Monday
At 8:00pm

Hawk Pub, Battlesbridge
On the A130 SS11 7RJ

TBA

Gwynedd 1st Wednesday
At 8:00pm

Glan Aber Hotel, Betws-y-Coed
Gwynedd LL24 0AB

David Roberts 01248 811109
davidr61@hotmail.co.uk

Hampshire 3rd Thursday
At 8:00pm

The Queens Head, Portsmouth Road, Fishers Pond, 
Eastleigh SO50 7HF 

Sally Salter 02380 560073
sallysalter@ntlworld.com

Herts & 
London (N)

2nd Wednesday
At 8:00pm

The Duke of York, Ganwick Corner, Barnet Road, 
Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 4SG
0208 440 4674

Rod Chilcot
01707 650107

Jersey 3rd Tuesday St Marys Country Pub, St Mary JE2 3PD Mark Le Gallais 01534 858082
mk1leg@hotmail.co.uk

Kent 2nd Wednesday of each 
month. 7.30pm

Cock Inn, Heath Rd, Boughton Monchelsea, Maidstone, 
Kent ME17 4JD

Justin and Annmarie Ridyard 
h13jkr@hotmail.co.uk 01304 330715

Lancashire Last Tuesday
At 7.30pm

Hoghton Arms, Blackburn Road, Whithnell, 
Chorley, Lancashire, PR6 8BL 

Mick Cooke 01282 866195/07976 932192 
m.cooke1275s@gmail.com

Midlands
(West)

1st Tuesday
At 8:00pm

New Inns Public House, off the A451
Stourbridge DY8 3YQ

Darren Carr 01384 254311
daz.carr@blueyonder.co.uk

Newcastle and Durham 1st Monday
At 8pm

The Dun Cow at Bournmoor, near Chester-le-Street, just 
off Junction 63 on the A1M. DH4 6DY 

Niall Cook 07770 796049
nialltcook@tiscali.co.uk

Norfolk 1st Sunday
At 1:00pm

The Bell Inn, Salhouse NR13 6RW Jim Redburn 01603 720049
jimredburn@hotmail.co.uk

Oxfordshire 3rd Monday
At 8:00pm

 The Plough, Appleton, OX13 5JR Graham Carter 07974 353726
grahamcarter13@btinternet.com

Scotland Sunday 17th March 2019 
11:00am

The Conservatory, Norton House Hotel, Ingliston, 
Edinburgh EH28 8LX

Ben & Patricia Webb 07834 081667 
ben_patricia_webb@hotmail.co.uk

Mid Staffs 1st Monday, 7.30pm The George and Dragon, Meaford, Stone ST15 0PX Pete Cresswell 01785 760211 or  
pete.cresswell.t21@btinternet.com 

Suffolk Region 1st Tuesday At 7.30 The Cherry Tree, Woodbridge. IP12 4AG
 

Ian MacPherson 01728 831956 or 07749936274 
ian@ianmacgolf.co.uk 

Sussex 2nd Tuesday
At 8:00pm

The John Selden, Salvington Road, Worthing, BN132HN Mick Tully 01273 883349 
g-tully@sky.com

Thames Valley Last Wednesday At 8:00pm The Crooked Billet, London Road, Hook, Hants, RG27 9EH Lorraine Hampson 01428 712154
thames_valley@minicooper.org
Ken Hunter 01344 772446

Warwickshire Region 4th Wednesday each 
month starting at 8:00pm

Please contact warks@minicooper.org for details of the regular 
breakfast run meetings organised for Warwickshire Region

warks@minicooper.org

Worcestershire Every Monday
At 7.30pm

The Blue Bell, 
35 Upton Road, Callow End, Worcester, WR2 4TY

Mick Rowley 01905 428378/07791 624783
rminimick@aol.com

  Yorkshire TBA TBA Position vacant
apply to Richard Sign

Australia  www.minicooperorg/australia John Heselwood
minicooper@ozemail.com.au

  BeNeLux (Belgium, Netherlands and Luxembourg) Bart Theelen  
benelux@minicooper.org

France  didier.lecesne@orange.fr or p.doucerain@orange.fr 

MCR REGIONAL MEETINGS

POSITION

VACANT

NEW 

REGION

Regional Co-ordinator - Richard Sign - Oaklea, West Common, Blackfield, Southampton, SO45 1XL - 07968 307689 - regions@minicooper.org

NEW 

VENUE
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Bristol Gloucester and Somerset Region

Happy New Year to everyone and a warm welcome to all our new 
members. For those who do not know, I took over the BGS region in 
March 2017 with some 45 members and today we have more than 100!

2019 is set to be a big ‘Mini’ year with it principally marking the 60th 
anniversary of the Mini being first produced, and then also the 50th 
anniversary of the Mini Clubman’s first production. And of course 
these anniversaries will be celebrated at the International Mini Meet 
(IMM) in Bristol in August.

My monthly newsletter is designed to keep members informed on 
local /national events, review the months news /actives, coordinate 
meet ups and event participation and, present any interesting items for 
sale. Let me know if you are in our region and would like to receive a 
copy of the newsletter if you don’t already receive it.

Looking forward, the there is a drive-in classic car show at the Three 
Counties Show Ground, Malvern on the 27th January and on the same 
day, the first major Mini show and autojumble of the year will be at 
Bingley Hall, Staffordshire. I will be attending Bingley – please let me 
know if you are also attending.

That’s it from me.
 
David Dangerfield

Derbyshire, Lincolnshire Nottinghamshire Region 

Hello everyone,

It’s been a slow start for our fledgling region due to Christmas activities. 
However, we now have a meeting location – the Arkwright Arms near 
Chesterfield, meeting on the last Monday of each month at 8:00pm. We 
also have and a Facebook Group.

I had a great response from members in the region, with several 
contacting me offering support and encouragement. Some members 
sent me photos of their cars, including Stuart Rossi and his Radford 

and David Gray’s three RSP Coopers. John Dixon sent me photos 
of his Mk1 Austin Cooper, 1927 Rolls Royce and a1932 Morris, all 
of which he has owned for over 50 years, covering about 50,000 
travelling abroad with them! Some members may recall that John had 
an article in CooperWorld about his 1965 trip to Egypt, covering 10 
pages in the October to December 2014 issues.

I look forward to seeing all these great cars in the metal and to meeting 
and becoming friends with their owners. John assures me that he may 
be persuaded to talk about his cars!

Bye for now.

Phil Colledge
Email: phil.colledge@btinternet.com
Telephone: 07591443396

Mid Staffs Region

In the desert following the Christmas festivities there is little to report, 
so I thought for this month’s notes I would write about the history of 
the Stone Classic Car Group, which as I have mentioned many times 
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previously in these notes, incorporates the Mid Staffs Region of the 
MCR and regular meetings for two other clubs. This background might 
help some other regions that only attract small numbers but they 
would like to put on larger events with more variety.

In the late 1960s I lived in Sutton Coldfield. This was in the pre-
classic car era, and I bought an MG TD, which was my third car 
after a Mini Van, and an Austin Mini Super Deluxe (Surf Blue 
and OEW roof). I quickly discovered the CSMA for good value 
insurance and the social side of MG Car Club. At the time what 
we now call classic cars were simply affordable old cars – I paid 
£160 for the TD, but MGs in particular had a loyal following, and 
other MG people I eventually got to know very well were attending 
a meeting on the south side of Birmingham at a canal side pub 
called The Black Boy, near Knowle. They met every Tuesday and 
there was an eclectic mix of interests, and we would discuss all 
sorts of things relating to older cars over a few pints. This made 
the meetings interesting and better than a single make meeting, as 
people with Triumph, Alvis and Austin Healey as well as MG cars 
were regular attendees.

Rolling on now to the 1990s, I had moved to the Stone area to work 
at the BT Training Centre and I had joined the CSMA North Staffs 
group committee. Instigated by one of the committee members, 
Andy Keys, we organised a classic car display on the site of the BT 
Technical Training College and a great mix of cars attended from 

several Minis from a local Mini club, to SAABs and Porsches. At the 
time I didn’t have a classic car but the Minis, especially the 1275 GT 
in the photos certainly caught my eye. This car was owned by Andy 
Nicklin who worked in the Computer Support Team at the College. 
The car is now on SORN and hasn’t been taxed for some years so 
I imagine it has suffered somewhat over the intervening years. We 
organised the event again the following year, and the photos are 
from each of these two years where you will see that the 1275GT 
shared space with a Porsche 914, Triumph Spitfire and very strangely 
camouflaged Mini Estate

Another 10 or years on and I now have my Austin Mini Cooper 
Mk1 with a 1293cc engine which did Minis to Monte 2008. By now I 
had met Nick Hunter as well and we had some chats about starting 
a region for the MCR. My view was that this would only attract a 
small number of people and cars from local members – between 
us we thought about 12 or so – but if the meeting was opened to 
other makes and clubs then with a much larger audience we could 
put on a much wider range of events. After I returned from Minis 
to Monte 2010, I started to give the idea more thought and with 
the help of Nick the word was put out to the MCR and MG Car 
Club members locally, plus local people I knew who had interesting 
classic cars. The first meeting was held at my local pub, The Labour 
in Vain in Yarnfield, who laid on a buffet supper for us. Around 30 
cars turned up and I collected around 40 email address from people 
who would come along on a regular basis. The meeting at the 
Labour in Vain were called ‘Classics at the Labour’ but after two 
years the temporary closure of the pub meant we needed a new 
home, so we moved to the George and Dragon, which remains 
our base today. The name of the meeting also changed to the 
Stone Classic Car Group, and information now goes out by email 
to over 200 email addresses and more recently we have created a 
Facebook page which has nearly 120 members. The Stone Classic 
Car Group are also a regular meeting for the MG Car Club Midland 
Centre and the North Staffs Classic Vehicle Group for Boundless 
by CSMA, so the regular meeting always feature a large variety of 
interests and cars. This enables the Group to run 2 tours each year; 
one for Drive it Day with a route of around 60 miles, and a second 
which is a full day of around 150 miles with breakfast, coffee, lunch 
and afternoon tea included. An annual dinner is always fully booked 
and features a well-known speaker with (usually) a Motorsport 
background, and several events at the George and Dragon 
throughout the year. 

Our calendar for 2019 is now starting to firm up and I should be 
able to map out the year in the next issue. If you would like to 
be part of all this fun, then why not come along to one of our 
meetings? They are held on the first Monday in each month at the 
George and Dragon, Meaford Road, Stone. ST15 0PX. Meeting are 
from 7.30pm onwards.
 
Pete Cresswell
pete.cresswell.t21@btinternet.com
01785 760211

Sussex Region

This is my first report as regional rep for the Sussex region, so I 
apologise in advance for any mishaps. Some of the region members 
have been on at me to put pen to paper so here goes. 

On Saturday 15th December, twenty four of us met for our annual 
Christmas meal at the John Seldon pub in Durrington. We had a lovely 
three course meal with excellent service. Most members brought a 
raffle prize. It was a fun raffle where prizes are wrapped, like secret 
Santa so you didn’t know what you are picking! The proceeds went 
to the Chestnut Hospice, a charity close to the heart of some of our 
region members. 

Later in the month, on the 30th December, twenty six of us met at the 
Asda store in Brighton for an end of year brunch run to the Custom 
Cafe at Bexhill. A 43 mile run using country roads all the way (no one 
got lost). We had a quiz of 19 questions to name the pubs. Only one 
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car got all the questions correct, but the others were close. A good 
meal was had by all and a good drive.

That’s all for this month. 

Happy new year from the Sussex region. 
  
Mick Tully

Thames Valley Region

Thames Valley Region Christmas Meal and 2019 events

On the 7th December, we had a record number of members attending 
our Christmas dinner at The Crooked Billet in Hook! We had a lovely 
meal in familiar surroundings but above all…..great company! The 
raffle was enjoyed by all and Christmas jumpers were in abundance! 
Melanie Brooks distributed her latest Christmas creations to all which 
were knitted Mini handbags containing a chocolate shaped Mini – all 
handmade! Well done Melanie and everyone who came along!

We have a few events in the pipeline for 2019

24th March 2019: Hopefully, we’ll be having space for 15 cars on our 
club stand at Brooklands Mini Day alongside our region’s gazebo.

6th May 2019: We are hoping to have a display of Thames Valley 
Region cars at the Classic Car Rally at the Popham Airfield. More 
details to follow.

9th June 2019: National Mini Day at Beaulieu. Our region will be having 
a club stand where our gazebo and member’s cars will be displayed.

July: TBA. Thames Valley Region are also planning a 2nd Thames Valley 
Tour following on from the success of last year’s event. 
  
Lorraine Hampson
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WANTED

01252 612245

complete collections purchased.
any condition considered from barn finds 

to concours.
we are cash buyers, not agents, 

immediate settlement
with discretion assured.

01252 612245 | 07836 20315901252 612245 | 07836 203159
sales@cms-gb.com

ALL MINI COOPERS & 
COOPER S MK1, 2 & 3.  
ALSO INTERESTED IN 1275 GT, 

COUNTRYMANS / TRAVELLERS, PICKUPS, 
VANS AND LOW MILEAGE STANDARD 

SALOONS.

Notice to car buyers
The driver and vehicle licensing agency (DVLA) may refuse to 
register vehicles that are without a vehicle identification number 
(V.I.N.) and/or an engine number. The DVLA. may ask the 
police to inspect cars without either one of these identification 
numbers. Members and readers are advised to be cautious before 
purchasing such vehicles.

Notice to advertisers
ALL ADVERTS TO THE EDITOR EITHER BY EMAIL  
OR POST
Members classified “for sale” and “wanted” adverts are free 
(minis and mini parts only) providing they are not excessively 
long nor in the course of business trade. Please quote your 
membership number when writing. Non-members and trade 
members wishing to place a classified advert must enclose 
a cheque for £5.00 with their advert script. Failure to do so 
will result in the advert being returned unpublished. Cheques 
should be made payable to Mini Cooper Register.

Business advertisements disclosure order 1977. All 
traders are required to state this fact clearly in their 
advertisements either by the letter T or the word Trade
The club regrets that adverts for log books (V5 documents) 
and/or chassis plates cannot be accepted adverts. Adverts must 
be in written form only please and addressed to the magazine 
editor. This includes instructions for repeat insertions and/or 
advert amendments.

FOR SALE AND WANTEDFOR SALE AND WANTED
Cars for sale 

1973 Mini Cooper Innocenti 1300 Export. One of the earliest 1300 Exports VIN 
B39/***1088. This delightful car has had just one owner in Rome from new before 
arriving into the UK. Now re-commissioned with every detail correct. The current 
MOT runs to August 2019 but will have a new 12 month MOT on being sold. 
£17,995. Telephone 07583 597518 or email: harwood.peter@btinternet.com.

Parts for sale 

Castrol wins in 1964 poster. 
A very significant year for 
the Mini Cooper, this poster 
is faithfully reproduced by 
scanning & colour printing, 
from the original, which 
I own. The approx size is 
510 x 335 mm and is sent 
in a cardboard tube ready 
for framing etc. This is a 
limited printing at just £19.95 
plus P&P £2.95. Contact 
07771 528750 or email 
williamnodes@talktalk.net 

Works type early Cooper S speedo. Has trip mileage display with one tenths 
of a mile. The cumulative mileage display does not have tenths. MPH markings 
finish at 120 mph and gear change points are indicated at approx 32, 55 and 78 
mph. No serial numbers, just says "Smiths" and "Made in England". All working 
ok. Face and needle are clean but it could do with a new chrome outer bezel 
(these are available) and the rear painting. Trip reset cable included. £670. Call 
Neil on 07879 261376.
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*All cover is subject to insurers terms and conditions, which is available upon request. Footman James is a trading name of Towergate Underwriting Group Limited. Registered in England No. 4043759. Registered Address: Towergate
House, Eclipse Park, Sittingbourne Road, Maidstone, Kent ME14 3EN. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Telephone calls may be recorded. FP ADGE775.3.17

With FJ+ you can add to your policy from a range of cover
options* including breakdown, agreed value, salvage
retention and spare parts.

Call our friendly UK team for a quote.

0333 207 6004
or visit footmanjames.co.uk

Insurance
solutions* for
classics and
more.

R
umours
circulate about
the future
of storied
British sports

car maker Lotus. As
Chinese manufacturers
add to their portfolios
by investing in historic
domestic marques,
industrial relations mar
others. Is Lotus about to
join Vauxhall by passing
into French hands? Full
story inside.
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12 MONTHS WITH A VINTAGE CLASSIC

TESTED THIS WEEK

See page 4

BUYING A TRIUMPH STAG

Full of zest! Small
Italian classics don’t
come cheaper or
more fun than this!

LOW-MILER
FIAT 126

Easy to drive, plus
plenty of period

charm – perfect 1930s
motoring intro!

FORD 10
MODEL CX

Restored 20 years
ago – and it’s only

travelled 2000
miles since!

TRIUMPH
TR7 DHC

LOST & FOUND SUNBEAM ALPINE

Buying a fast Ford needn’t blow your
budget! The XR family of ‘Eighties
Escorts, Fiestas and Sierras offer
fantastic value for money, so a four-
figure sum buys any of your favourites.
We pick out the bargains inside.

WHAT TO LOOK FOR, WHAT TO AVOID & WHAT TO PAY!

See page 24
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BREWER & ANSTEAD
BEGIN THEIR GREAT
BRITISH BUILD-OFF!

ANGLIA vs A40 FARINA
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LOTUS: PEUGEOT’S NEXT PURCHASE?

See page 22

EXCLUSIVE!
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0CM WORKSHOP SECTION

■ Seized fixing tricks 
■ Headlight refurb
■ Minor clutch hydraulics
■ Sprite engine takes shape
■ Stag electrics
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TRIUMPH 2500
Rolling road tune

SINGER
GAZELLE
Restoration Ghia reborn

RUST-FREE MINI
the easy way?

MGB GT

GOING DUTCH
The forgotten Volvos

SERVICE BAY
Inside the Rover OHC engine

VW CORRADO
Emerging classic

Rebuilt auto is 
a hidden gem 
of the MG 
world

Living with the
MORRIS MINOR

LASSICLASSICLASSICLASSICLASSICLASSICLASSICLASSICCCLASSICLASSICLASSIC
GAZELLE

FORD
CAPRI 2.0

JAGUAR X-TYPE
Engine seal fix

TRIUMPH 2500
Rolling road tune

RUST-FREE MINI
MGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GTMGB GT
Rebuilt auto is 
a hidden gem a hidden gem 
of the MG 
world
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